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But "Any Man can call timeout, but no man can say how
long the time-out will be."
-

Man always intends to pick up
where he left off-after a brief
time out.

BOKONON

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

VOL. XIII, NUMBER S.

' Thursday, Oct. S, 1972

A Safer Campus:
New Police Officers
on Campus
police were called. The men were
by Sharon McHale
On June 19, 1972, 5 Newark apprehended, and the tires were
State security officers who had par- returned.
Mr. Milks, assistant to the vice
ticipated in an eleven week training
program in all phases of police . president said that a policeman
needs to use his gun in 2 situations:
work and in weapon handling were
I) To defend his life
commissioned by the Essex
2) To defend someone else's life.
County Police Academ y to the
The - purpose of the campus
level of police officers. The
police was to eliminate the necesdifference between a security ofsity of outside police agencies on
ficer and a police officer is that a
campus. If Newark State College
security officer has the power to
could afford to place two men
observe and to report while a police
together at all times on patrol, then
officer has the power to arrest and
there would be a probable decrease
is obligated to get involved. At this
in the rate of crime and the inital
time, no weapons are carried by
need for guns. Thirty men would be
NSC police officers.
required with eleven to twelve men
The police officers of the college
on a shift as compared to the usual
believe that they have not been
five or six men presently on a shift.
given the tools to do the job
The prime functions of the NSC
properly. The administration is
police are (I) protection of all percurrently investigating protective,
sons and property, (2) preservation
non-lethal devices such as mace or
of all peace and of order, (3) the
the newly-developed bean bag
prevention and the detection of
shooting weapon. Two incidents
crime.
incited the NSC police officers to
A secondary function of the
request weapons:
NSC police force is to administer
a) In June two police officers municipal tickets. Fines from these
surveyed a suspicious party of tickets are payable at the
three men. The men upon quesViolations Bureau at the Borough
tioning flailed tire irons at the ofHall in Union. A police officer will
ficers. The campus police were issue a fine for any violation of the
forced to leave and to call the
New Jersey State Regulations Title
Union police, who arrived to late to
39, ie, driving the wrong way on a
be of any help.
one-way street, parking in a resb) On September 20, 1972, two
tricted area, failure to stop at
police officers approached three
regulatory signs, impeding the flow
men who were removing the tires· of traffic, and careless or reckless
from a car. T he men were ques- driving. The campus police cannot
ti oned, and the officers realizing enforce a college regulation unless
da nger left the scene. T he car upon
it is passed by the Board of
a later exami nation was fo und to
T rustees. T he munici pal ticket
be missi ng two tires. The Union
(continued on page 18)
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''Living Poetry''
By Susan Cousins
"Living Poetry", so vibrantly
enacted by Roger Steffens in the
Little Theatre last Tuesday, was a
pleasing refrain from the massive
invasion called so appropriately
the Free Hour. Mr. Steffens, sensitive to the moods of poetry, entertained his audience with samplings
from e.e. Cummings,
Lawrence
Ferlinghetti and Richard
Brautigan. "The most beautiful thing about poetry," remarked
Steffens, "is its cognizance of
words."
Obvious to laborous recitation.
he performed each poem. Thus he

engaged the audience in the spirit
of his selections, through delicate
vocal intonations plus facial and
bodily expressions.
Steffen's poems were about this
time, these places. Several times
they were far less than romantic regretfully - as in one piece called
Primer and a most penetrating line.
"See the city. The city is full of
cops."
Roger Steffens was good . The
people liked him. In his opening
remarks he set his goal: to infect
newcomers with the love of poetry.
Here, in "Living Poetry" he
succeeded.

... , .

Trustees at last Monday's meeting.

Tenure, Guns, and the Board of Trustees
by Susan Cousins
The new Tenure Resolution and
the controversy over armed
Security Forces highlighted the
Board of Trustees agenda at an
open meeting on September 25.
Dr. Socarras, President of the
Faculty Senate, was the first to ask
the Board of Trustees to abstain
from making a decision until the

Students
For Student
Service Corp
President Weiss recently a nnounced the establishment of a
Newar k State College Student Service Corps. This organization is
intended to function as a communication_ and feedback system
concerning the quality of our services to students. Members will
have the opportunity to observe
the various proceckires and
processes followed by College personnel in meeting and responding
to the legitimate needs and expectations of students. Hopefully, the
members of the Service Corps will
gain a better understanding of the
complexity of our operation, such
as registration, and through the increased awareness of the total
(continued on page 5)

tenure resolution was resolved in
mittee will consist of ten members,
court. Mr. Brown, chairman of the
represented equally by full-time,
Board stated that the written strucpart-time and graduate students,
ture of the resolution allowed for
faculty and administration. The
broad interpretation. He indicated
Board has made it clear that ifany,
the Board's intentions of applying it is the possibility of non-lethal
the tenure resolution to suit the
weapons that they will investigate.
needs and demands of this college.
Alice Ann Hoeft, Barry Cohen
In addition, the Chairman stressed and Lee Shepard, the Student
the importance of unity rather liasons to the Board of Trustees
division of the institution on this is- · were announced. Three new masue.
jors, Computer Science, Business
The Board of Trustees made
Management and a Medical
"no" decision on the question of Technological Program were also
armed Security guards, and asked announced.
that a complete report on the
A request, to open the Executive
Security Force be presented at the Board Meetings to students, was
October meeting. In response to rejected by the Trustees; with the
the Board's request, President stipulation that any issue requested
Weiss is forming a Committee to by students would be added to the
investigate the Force. The Com- agenda for the public sessions.

PIRG Gets It Done

State students. Pat Scholl and Bill
Sottos. are working to set up a
Defined by name. New Jersey· PIRG movement on this campus .
P.1.R .G. stands for Public Interest
The aim of any NYPlRG branch is
Research Group. Defined by acto stimulate social change through
tion, NY Pl RG stands for conthe system in the areas of: (I) urban
sumer protection, social and enenvironment; housing. mass tranvironmental planning. and human
sit, health care, city services (2)
rights. Though no official connecnon-urban: resource . planning.
tion exists, Pl RG is an obvious
migrant labor, environmental
"Nadar Raider"-type organization
ecology, preservation, and resbut unique in that it is studenttoration (3) human resources:
funded and directed. as well as bework towards ceasation of race and
ing a non-profit, non-partisan
sex discrimination.
group. Presently, two Newark
How does NJ PI RG work? They
are staffed with professional
lawyers , researchers . and
organizers working out of the main
PIRG office in Trenton and
collaborate with students toward
newer, more effective. more
reasoned approacHes to social
By Susan Cousins
,
change. The students participate in
research projects at their local
The formation of the "New realized through such a group.
Jersey Student Union CoorThree proposals were presented college - these meaningful prodinating Committee" was the out- for State Organization of Students. jects can be carried on through the
come of the State of New Jersey These proposals, submitted by channels of a ·regular course under
Student Government Associations' Steve Band of N.S.C., Sam Crane faculty supervision for credit. The
Conference on September 23. The of Montclair State College and Sal projects are con<,erned with a
purpose of the conference was to Angraffia of Jersey City State situation or conditfon found within
create "the kind of organization allowing for variance. were the immediate community.
that those in the government will basically alike. The following i; a' Students will present their research
recognize as a true representation consolidation of these proposals. findings to the PIRG staff. who
of students in the state." Students. There will be a governing body then set in motion the work necesrepresenting nine colleges. met at representative of each member sary to rectify the problem - be it
Montclair State College to discuss school; next an executive board to court action, initiation of and lobproposal for "a state bargaining handle state wide problems, in ad- bying for legislation at Trenton.
agent that would actively work and dition to a core group appointed to complaints made to the proper
represent us in Trenton."
handle
individual
campus state agencies, or law reform. One
Utilizing its flexibility, the problems. Lastly, the foundation advantage of NJ PIRG is that it
conference was directed toward of the organization is based on makes a very real contribution to
implementing a statewide maxim_µm individual purchase ofa the educational process at the
college level. It involves the student
organization.
One
student one dollar union card .
government pointed out t he potenThe ultimate goal is an in real-life learning experiences (contin ued on page 2)
tial political power that could be
(continued on page 2)
By Betty Welz/er

N.J. Colleges
Attempt Unification

Roger Steffens at N.S.C.

·· .
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THE INDEPENDENT

S.D.S. ,
Opposes
Board's
Decision
On · Monday, September 25,
members of S.D.S. brought to the
Bd. of Trustees a petition against
the use of guns by campus police.
The petition was signed by more
than 1,200 interested and
concerned N.S.C. students and
faculty members.
The trustees have been considering the use of deterrents by
campus police and had left open
the possibility of guns or other
lethal deterrants. Before that possibility became a probability we in
S.D.S. decided to act. Members of
Community Coalition and other
groups helped with the petitions
and came to the meeting, along
with the presidents of student org,
part-time students and graduate
students.
We, SDS, went to the meeting
with the purpose of giving the Bd.
ofTrustees the petitions and asking
for a commitment by them banning
the use of firearms on campus. The
Bd. members (as usual) refused to
commit themselves regardless of
the unanimous sentiment of all
present (including faculty) against
the use of guns. They (Bd.
members) showed relatively little
consideration to use the more practical suggestions of better lighti ng
and mo re people, security in the
parking lots.
The study o n the use of
deterrents goes on, and for the
present we've won a partial victoryalthough no statement by the bd .,
the fea r of action by students a nd
faculty may keep the possibility of
guns at a standstill. However, the
results of that stud y may prove
otherwise a nd we should be read y.
To discuss possible futu re actions
concerning guns on campus come
to an SDS meeting (watch for
flyers). Remember, the Board wo rries more a bout actio ns tha n
petitions:
J udy O'Brien S. D.S.

Student
Affairs Com.
Reports
by Ba rry Cohen
Eloise Hajja r, N.S .C.'s National
Student Lobby representative, requested on behalf of Comm unity
Coalition that our studen ts be
allowed a voting member in the Executive Sessions. It was pointed out
that the Harris Amendement
evidences the Congress' approval
of this concept.
Although a recent bill has been
passed in the New Jersey
legislature, it gives us no new
rights. (Senate, No. 403) The important piece of Legislation
proposed by Assemblyman Ewing
(Assembly No. 326) would allow
each State College to elect a
graduate annually to serve on the
Board with full rights. This has not
been passed. If Ewing should die,
the Harris Amendment will
probably not take hold , due to a
conflict with the existing statute
which created the Boards of
Trustees. We urge the petitioning
of State Senators a nd Assemblymen to vote in favor of the Ewing Bill.
In discussing student representation on the Board, Charles T.
Kimmett, assistant to the President
for Trustees affairs, remark~d that

College
Unification
(continued.from page 1)
independently funded student
union, capable of "watch doggi ng"
the Board of E duc a tion ,
Chancello r,
Go vernor a nd
legislature.
Temporarily, the office fo r the
Student · Uni on Coordinating
Committee will be in the Student
Center at Montclair State College.
Within the month, a week-end
conference is scheduled a t
Glassboro State College, to be
.attended by the representatives
chosen by the Student Government
President fr om his school.

C.E.C. Aids
Exceptional Children

. Thursday, Oct. 5, 1972

P.I.R.G.

- (continued fro m page 1)
for academic credit, part-time for
by Kathleen Gurdon
visor to the group is Elaine Fisher, minimal pay, or o n a voluntary
The Council fo r Exceptio nal a faculty member of the Special basis - as well as allowing the
Children is an organization exis- Education Department. President . student to see ·concrete positive
ting for the purpose of promoting of the group is Connie la nnicello results fo r his work with the
the welfa re and education of excep- and Romaine Kesello is vice- pro blem~situatio n.
tional children. Membership is preside-nt.
NJ Pl RG is fu nded by New
offered to a ny person now maActivities vary a nd include plac- Jersey member-college students
joring in the special education fie ld __ ing volunteers where needed in through the la vying of a semesterly
or otherwise interested in fur- Parent Organizations to help with fee of $1.50 on every student. The
thering t heir knowledge to better the children. They also put out a colleges themselves qm act as the
understand the problems of the ex- new letter monthly. On October 29, collecting agents, but other collecceptional child.
a Halloween party will take place ting processes are possible. T he fee
The club was reactivated around at Wood bridge State School for at is refundable to any student not
4 years ago and has an estimated least JOO children. Plans also in- w,ishing to support the PI RG office
membership of 250 people. Ad- elude a Christmas party for at least at his school. ·The activities of
one institution.
PIRG are directed by a State-wide
in cases such as at William Pater- - Last year a luncheon was held Board of student-elected represenson College often the boards meet for all Special Education Majors tatives. The student Board of
in
caucus to get around the and their parents. Films and lec- Directors meet openly at least once
students present in the Executive tures were included. Its main pur- a month and set the policy of
Session. In addition, Dean Parks, pose was to try to further inform NJPIRG . The professional staff
administrative liason to this com- those present on what is involved in works with the Board to identify ismittee, asserted the necessity of the field . Representatives of CEC sues appropriate for PIRG inves- ·
confidentiality for those involved were present at two conventions. ligation. Any enrolled, fee-paying
The first, the State Convention in student- can seek election to the
in such sessions.
Full membership for one student Atlantic City; the second, the Board which seats one represenwas favored by Mr. Shurtleff, a National Convention which will be tative from every PIRG member
school. On campus, I 7-member
Board member and Harry Myer of held in Dallas this year.
According to Mrs. Fischer, the board is elected to handle PIRG
Community Coalition who affirmed the responsibility of club's goals are:( I) to make people campus activities and to carry out
students, noting that they are no aware of the Special Education the policies of the Board of Direcmore likely to leak information field by acting as an information . tors.
than faculty or administrators. Ms. vehicle, (2) to be a serv"ice to the
If you're ·interested in a P IR G
Hajjar remarked that Chancellor community, (3) to activ~Ly involve
branch at N.S.C. to "get things
Dungan was against having as many N.S.C. students as pos- done" in your comnunity, attend
students on Boards of Trustees. 'sible, (4) fi nally to provide students
the PIRG meeting Wednesday, OcHowever, if each of the State with t he opportunity to meet' tober I Ith at 7 p. m. in Sloan
Colleges Boards' support the pos- ot hers in the Special Education
Lounge.
sibility of student representation, field.
The next C EC meeting will be
· their attempts could be made to
change ' legislation through the held October 17 during College
Free Hour.
Education Committee.
by Gary Schwartz
Newark Sta t e S cie nce
Organization is in the midst of
chaos. The club has been evicted
Student Organization is again Beef and Beer dinner at $1.00 a from its perennial nest of the past
sponsoring, through the senior head instead of the usual $2. 50 fee.
in Bruce Hall because of the need
class, The NSC Miss Homecoming T his dinner follows man y for office space by the Biology
Contest. Many campus groups are homecoming day activities and the
Dept. T o worsen the situation, the
entering their most worthy can- highlight of the day will be the foo t- club's membership has markedly
didate who will be judged on per- ball game, the Squires vs. U. of dropped as a result of graduation.
sonality, appearance and, most im- Western Conn., and the half time
When the Biology faculty
portantly, campus activity. These show where the Miss Homecoming decided to take over the club's
girls will meet a few days before the Queen will be annou_nced.
room, it didn't provide them wi th
Homecoming game and the j udges
an alternate meeting space.
will make their decisions for
We hope that all undergraduates
Attempting to rectify the situation,
Second runner-up, fi rst runner-up will join with the alumni in supclub leaders were faced with the
and 1972 Miss Homecoming porting the Squires foo tball team.
usual run-around one encounters
Queen.
We also hope the members of the
when trying to accomplish somethAn added service to stud ents of student commu nity will take ading in this institution. Their fi rst
the college this yea~, as a ~noun~ed vantage of the reduced rates for the
stop was with Dr. Arnold, who inthrough the Alumni Affatrs Office, dinner and totally enjoy this 2nd
fo rmed them t ha t D r. Lewis, D r.
itthat they will be able to atte nd the Homecomming event.
(co ntinued on page 18)

NSSO Plight

Homecoming-1972

Educational Policy C 0 ffi •
DI.5c Us S Te n U re-Re n t e n t .• O n ·

,--------------------------------·
I

The Educational Policy Com- indicated thatthey were in favor of
mittee of the Board of Trustees dis- the basic concepts involved in the
SOCCER
cussed a number of significant resolutions, but wished to retain
FIELD
11:00
N.S.C. vs. ST. PETERS
. topics at its last meeting. A number local control over the imSoccer
Awards :
plamentation.
They
also
stressed
of appointments were brought up,
BUFFET LUNCHEON
and
Luncheon
including those of Elsie Dollman as that every faculty membe r up for 1
AWARD CEREMONIES
12:00
DOWNS
Director of Institutional Resea rch, tenure would be given a thorough 1 Football!
John-Hurler as an Instructor in the and impartial evaluation regarFOOTBALL
Economics a nd
Ma nagement dless of percentages.
N.S.C. vs. WESTERN CONNECTICUT FIELD
Queens
and
All the
2:00
Lee Shepard, the student
Science Department, Mary Lou
Marching
Beef
and
representative
to
the
committee,
Mayo as an Assistant Professo r in
- FIELD
HALFTIME SHOW
3:00
Bands
Beer
I
the department of Sociology, An- pointed out the lack of studen t' I
thropology, and Social Welfare, volunteers to serve on R.T.P . comYou
Want!
DOWNS
4:30
BEEF AND BEER DINNER
and Jose Perez-Lopez as an mittees and stressed the fea r of
I
I
some
over
the
legal
responsibilities
Instructor in Psychology. It was
pointed out that these are highly inherent in committee memberqualified individuals with excellent ship. Tom Brescia, President of the
NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
HOMECOMING 1972
records, whose expected con- · Part-time Student Council, hoped
tributions to the college will be _ that similar qualifications would
Yes, I will be there on October 14.
be ·int roduced into the Adhighly beneficial.
Enclosed
is
my check to cover the following reservaf ipns:
The committee also discussed ministrative R.T. process as a re
.::·~
used
in
the
Faculty
R.T.
process.
the Retention and Tenure calendar
Year(s):_
• _ _ _ __
for the '72-'73 academic year and
Name(s)
reviewed the R. T. process in the
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
light of new resolutions from the
Number
Total
State Board of Higher Ed. D r.
Linden and Dr. Lutz, President
$4.00 ea. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Buffet Luncheon .... .. . . .. .. .... .. .... . .
and Vice-President respectively of
$1.00 ea. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
N.S.C. vs. Western Connecticut . . . . . . .. . .
the Facult y A ss oc iat i on ,
$2.50 ea._ _ _ _ _ _ __
represented that group at the mee tBeef and Beer (two hours) ..... ..... . . .. .
ing and indicated to the commi ttee
Total _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: Tuesday, Oct. 10th
NSC STUDENTS $1.00
their feelings on the new R.T.
T ime: 1:40 p.m.
guidelines fr om Trenton. T hey
Place: Downs Hall , Rm A
reported that some teachers were
MAKE CHECKS -PAYABLE TO N.S.C. ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Purpose: Gay Coalition is
afraid that they would not recieve
Make your reservations now. Tickets will be on sale October 14 on limited basis.Tickets will
trying to get all Gay People
tenure even if they qualifi ed, due to
on campus together. We
be picked up in Downs Hall Lobby. If you want tickets mailed , please enclose a self-adnew restrictions placed on tenure
want to discuss plans for this
· percentages in the college.
dressed
envelope.
year.
.President Weiss and Dr. Dorr

I

I

I

I

. NSC Gay
Coalition
Meeting
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I

I
I
I

I

I

I
I ( (
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The "52"
SCATE Skate
52
children
and
15
SCATE volunteers blazed their
way around Twin City Roller Rink
last Tues. evening in the first social
event of the year.
The children, age 5-12, were
from School # I in Elizabeth and
Victory House Newark. But age
had little to do with ability as big,
small, tall, short, fat, thin, left
footed and right footed , flew
through the gateway on to the slick
rink. Of course there were the
shakies and the doubtors, and the
stiff lipped holdouts, but with the

McGovern
Advocates
Get It On
By Mark (Barry) Felker
The tJnion County McGovern
for President Committee officially
launched their campaign Sunday
with a fund raising picnic, attended
by approximately two-thousand
people.
The lavish affair was held at
Lady Mocarski Farm, 471 Union
Ave.New Providence,
New
Jersey.' Guest speaker, Actress
Shirley MacLaine delivered a
welcoming speech to the guests
after which she presented her
somewhat bombastic views regarding the United States involvement
in Vietnam and the problem of inflation.
A controllers report on expenditqres and appropriations made
by the Democratic Party to elect
McGovern for President was also
furnished by another keynote
speaker.
As planned, the social and fund
raising event was held outdoors.
The guests, comprised mostly of
"white collar workers," feasted,
drank, and talked politics.
A folk group and greaser rock n'
roll combo provided the music,
and a somewhat cynical inpersonator provided the laughs. There
was "free" beer, wine, soda, ice
cream, and that was it!
,
A press conference followed the
entertainment. At this point questions were asked of the guest
speakers. However, in the opinion
of this writer the points debated
were already common knowledge
to the average laymen, especially to
the McGovern advocated .
All in all, the McGovern Family
Picnic was an enjoyable afternoon
of music and celebration on a
beautiful farm.

Live Free, ·Earn

Married couples with
access to car and
references. Babysit and
house sit. Continue
school. Approx. $130/wk.
University Home Services. 467-3230.

Delivery Service
I

help of a few pros and the exby Jamie McKay and Lynn Wellet
perience of a few falls and crashes
Once upon a time in the place
every child came up with a smile on
that was called Union, there was a
his face. Smiling faces, by the way,
craft store named"GOODS." In
are what SCA TE is all about.
this little craft store, the students of
SCA TE personal was definately
Newark State College, in the place
outclassed, as 12 year old Cliff
called Union, sold their hanJorden, known as spagetti legs,
dywares. These wares were of the
rotated rings around SCA TE's
' finest quality and craftsmanship.
Karen Grabowski. The boys from
Not only were they of a pretty and
Victory House were untouchable
useful nature, but they were totally
in their dynamite speed . Eric Epps,
unique in design and appearance.
seyen year old, became a pro after
Showing that the nature of some of
just one night under his eleven year
us is to create and bring joy to
old teacher Karen Washington .
others, rather than destroy.
Karen was unique in her smooth
The people of this little store
style.' Other events are planned
fully understand the financial
for coming weeks, a Halloween
situation of the good people who
party, swimming party, and a
attend our little school and they
dance Nov. 3rd. If you are at all
price the goods accordingly. So,
interested in having a good time
for a little bit of money, you can
and sharing it with children who
buy something of the finest quality.
really appreciate it come to the
Photo by Tranaglione
When you visit "GOODS",
SCA TE office. We will be happy to · --:--:--;--;-----;---;-:-::----.------=====:::::.
located in the Little Gallery of the
see you.
not already been awarded. 4. ApCollege Center, you will find sterlplicants must be planning to enter
ing silver jewelry, stoneware
an accredited U.S. graduate school
pottery, hand-blown glass, candles
in the fall of 1973.
There will be a DANA
and much more. The little people
Period of
who work in the s,tore like Lynn,
A ward and Stipend
REVIEW meeting on Oct.
Wendy, Jeannie, Tom and all the
The award is for one year, and is
rest are very friendly and helpful.
normally renewable until com5, Thurs., at 1:40 in
To see what' we mean, drop by
pletion of the degree or for a max"GOODS" any Monday through
imum total of four years of
CC118. Please attend.
Friday from 9:00(A. M.) to 3:00
graduate study. Fellowship
(P. M. ). We can't promise that
Purpose
stipends are based on individual
you'll live happily ever after, but
Danforth Fellowships have been need, but may not exc~ed:
it's a nice place to begin living hapawarded_ by the Danforth FounSingle
Married
pily.
For the academic yr.. $2025 · $2200
dation since 1952. The purpose of
For the calendar yr. .. $2700
$2950
the program is to give personal encouragement and ·financial support plus dependency allowances for
to selected college seniors and children and required tuition and
recent ·g raduates who seek to fees.
Stipulations
become college teachers, and who
The Graduate Record Exare vitally interested in relating
their educational plans to their amination Aptitude Tests in Verbal and Quantitative abilities are
basic values.
required. While scores from either
The meeting of the finance and details of the situation were not
Qualities Sought
readily available, the committee
In selecting Danforth Fellows, the October testing or the building committee was called to
special attention is given to three December testing will be accepted, order at 11:15 A.M . by Dave · was persuaded to take no further
areas: l. Evidence of intellectual it is advisable that the applicant Mytelka, the only Committee action on the problem until an
ability which is flexible and of wide take the GRE on October 28, since member present. In attendance investigation could be made.
representatives
from
range; of academic achievement persons engaged for the selection · were
Much discussion was devoted to
which is a thorough foundation for of candidates at si:veral stages are S.D.S., Community Coalition the problem of "deterents" (guns)
graduate study. 2. Evidence of per- often assisted by having available and Day and Evening Student for the Campus Patrol. The
sonal characteristics which are the applicant's scores. See your Councils.
S, D . S. and other students
likely to contribute to .effective college's Liaison Officer about
Pat Ippolito (Ass't Dean of presented a request and a comteaching and to constructive procedures for GRE score repor- Stud.) presented a report to the
mitment from the board that at no
relationships with students. 3. ting. NOTE: October IO, 1972 is committee and requested a waiver time and for any reasons, guns
Evidence of a concern for the the final registration day for the · of tuition and fees for a foreign
would be allowed on campus. The
relation of ethical or religious October test. About 6 weeks student in financial need. A dis- committee was reluctant to make
values to disciplines , the should be allowed between the test cussion came up as to why Stud. this commitment despite the
· educational process, and to date and the Foundation's receipt Org. discontinued its aid to foreign overall protests from the college
academic and social responsibility. of the scores.
students program. Steve Band community in the form of a
Other fellowships may be held
Eligibility
reported that because of campus petition of o-ver 1200 signitures.
I. Fellowships are open to all concurrently with a Danforth apathy (student, faculty, and adAt the public session, Ms. B·iuerqualified persons of any race,_creed Fellowship, except for those ad- ministrative) Stud. Org. felt that
man (who was not present at the
or citizenship, single or married, ministered through other they could no longer provide all the
who have serious interest in careers programs of the Danforth Foun- assistance necessary. Steve did say committee mtg.) gave the Committee report. Mr. Mytelka wasnot
of teaching and / or administration dation. (Candidates may apply to that the matter would be
present
at the public session. Judge
only
one
fellowship
program
adin colleges and universities, and
reevaluated. This waiver passed.
for yourself, the effectiveness of a
who plan to study for a Ph.D. (or ministered by the Danforth FounJohn Korley (V . P. of Ad- committee or board for that matter
an appropriate advanced terminal dation in a given year..) Income
and
Finance) that operate; in this manner.
degree, e.g., M .F.A. in the Fine from other awards will be taken m1mstra tion
into
consideration
in
determining
presented
a
report
and
requested
Arts) in any field of study common
At the public session the board
to the American undergraduate the supplementary living expense permission for the campus police heard time and again the protests
liberal arts curriculum. 2. Ap- ·stipend if the amount received is to issue municip_al tickets. In the of the students and faculty on the
plicants must be under 30 years of less than the Danforth Foundation discussion that followed, such position of guns on campus. The
age at the time application papers maximum, and if the agency questions were brought up such as board was still reluctant to make a
1) Why wasn't the campus com- commitment and no more
are filed, and may not have under- concerned will allow this.
Candjdates for appointment to munity informed of this move? 2) headway was made than in the
taken any graduate or professional
study beyond the baccalaureate. 3. the Fellowships are restricted to · How can the campus police give Committe-e Meeting. The matter
Those who are enrolled at the time those persons nominated by parking tickets with the present would be "lgoked into; Alice Ann
of application in a combined Liaison Officers (faculty members parking situation on campus? In
.•
Hoeft
B.A. / M.A. program are eligible, appointed by college presidents) in light of the fact that these questions
Sfud. Rep. to Building
American could not be answered and all the
provided the bachelor's degree has accredited
and Finance Com.
undergraduate colleges.
Each
college may nominate from two to
289-3684
four candidates (depending on enrollment) from among its seniors
and recent graduates who meet the
qualifications noted above.
Nominations close November I.
Application materials are sent to
the nominees, and completed apto type for
SICILIAN PIZZA
plications are due in the Danforth
Foundation office not later than
the paper. If interested, come to Independent
November 20.
office at your free time.
See Liaison Officer promptly:
550 North Ave.
Dr. Sol Schwartz, located in Willis
Union, New Jersey
203.

Danforth
Fellowships
Available

Pizza Villa & Sub Shop
10% DISCOUNT
ON PICK-UP ORDERS

Open Dally 4-12

A Store
Named
"Goods"

Meeting With the
Board of Trustees

TYPIST

desperat;ely needed
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Sound ·And Fury
j

"Trutla cannot be Jorcetl but must bl! allowed IO plead /or illf!IJ."

Security-Yes
Guns-No
Hopefully, the ·possibility of a lethally-armed
campus police is slight. The final decision "to-have'or-not-to-have" is in the hands of the Board of
Trustees. Their September 25th meeting postponed
such a decision until a "complete report" on , the
Security Force be presented to them in October. We,
the Editorial Board of the Independent, strongly oppose the use of lethal weapons on our campus. At this
time, we do not see such drastic measures as the only
solution available to deal with our security problems.
Such measures may invited more difficulties than
they would hope to eradicate. Other alternatives
which might adequately handle the problem could
include increased lighting, more security manpower,
or use of non-lethal deterents ( only after a thorough
investigation of their effects and consequences).

I

This past Monday President Weiss announced
the formation of the President's Task Force On
Security to review existing polices and procedures of
the campus security force and to recommend
solutions pertaining to crime and violence on campus. We acknowledge the need of such a committee
to review the security situation at Newark State. We
hope they arrive at solutions which will be of benefit
to the entire campus population augmenting a more
efficient protective system without resorting to
armed weapons.

•

Unfettered
Expression

of this college who care about having TH ElR newspaper free from
...the whims of a censor.
WITH MY MIDDLE FINGER
UP TO THE NEWSPAPER ,

To the Editor of
The Independent:
Your editorial of last week,
"definition of policy", was the most
disgusting piece of bull . . .
·"nonsense" that I have ever read in
this newspaper. Who gives you the
right to impose your value system
upon the students of this college?
The Independent belongs to and is
supported by the students of this
college. The editors do not own the
newspaper.
The
Independent
should be a free and open forum
for the exchange of opinions and
ideas and NOT BE SUBJECT TO
OUTRIGHT CENSORSH"lP BY
THE EDITORS.
I challenge the editor to print the
so-called "obscenity (criminal
offense) laws" that he refers to in
the editorial. I'm glad to see that he
thinks that he is the Supreme
Court. The editorial statement that
"obscene language ... rarely adds
to the value of the material" is not a
legal point but a value judgment.
As for the "clumsily written, ambiguous" articles' beingrejected, let
me point out that this borders on a
type of racism. Suppose English is
not the native tongue of a writer.
Suppose he is not as "educated" as
you. Suppose a student is black or
Latin and has a language pattern
that does not meet up to your
white, middle-class way of writing.
Who the hell (or is it now "heck"
like in Leave It to Beaver) are you
to decide?
But your censorship does not
even stop there. Anything of "an
obviously literary nature" is forbidden, except for that which is on
your "journalistic level". You seem
to forget that the Dana only comes
out twice a year.
You state that The Independent
is "an outlet for unfettered expression of campus opinion", but two
lines later, you imply that you
know what is accurate, truthful
and fair. l would like to know your
criteria.
You imply that different
ideological viewpoints will be
accepted . Why is it that a certain
organization on this campus was
unable to have a column in this
newspaper?
The slimy and repulsive action of
the editor of this newspaper should
be condemned by all the students

Harvey Jackson

All
Freshmen
Open Letter to All Freshmen:
PLEASE!!! Do your school a
favor. GET INVOLVED! l know
this may sound selfish to you, but l
would really like to see this school
get out of the rut it has been in for
the past three years. l have failed .
For three years, l have tried to dissolve 'one group' control of all
student activities on campus, but l
found it impossible to do on my
own. Therefore, lam advocating a
massive take-over by all
independents on campus of all the
so-called 'student' activities. If you
do wish to become involved in
some Greek organization, please
be sure that your decisions are not
biased, and that you act in the
interest of all students. Take it
from a Greek senior- GET INVOLVED! Maybe there's hope for
us yet!
G. S.

Clarifying
Rebuttal
l wish to clarify the "Editorial
Rebuttal" sent from my office in
last Week's issue. It was meant in no
way to slander the work of the
yearbook editor. The questions
raised concerning the functioning
of the Memorabilia were common
concerns of Student Council
members. For the information of
the reader, these questions were
asked at an AdH oc Committee of
Council and answered by the yearbook editor. The major purpose of
last week's "rebuttal" was to explain the working position of the
Business Manager.
In conclusion, 1 would like to say
that the Memorabilia editor has
taken much unnecessary abuse in
many cases. He is one of Student
(continued on page 12)
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New Look At
Education.:_T.P.C.
Newark State College has turned
the camera on the student teacher
in its new Teaching Performance
Center, the first one of its kind in
the State of New Jersey.
The cameras are video-tape
equipment operated by the staff of
the Performance c;_ente_r to help being each individual up to the full
level of his or her teaching ability.
The Center uses two techniques
in its approaches, first a student is
taped in a small group session giving a IO minute presentation. Later
he reviews this tape with one of his
instructor's and receives an
evaluation of this session. Then
when the student begins his
semester long internship, he is
again filmed within the classroom,
and also has this tape reviewed by
school supervisors.
According to Mr. George Stang,
director of the Teaching Performance Center, "through use of

video techniques we hope to point
out individual weaknesses that a
new student teacher may have, and
to help improve his effectiveness."
Stang added, "a practical aspect of
this program is that improved
teachers will- be able to find better
success in finding career opportunities in a scarce job market."
He added further, "while the activities of the Center do not
guara'ntee every student a career
position
the Center will
demonstrate to the teacher-intern
how he can improve his individual
performance."
The Center also conducts a series
of teaching skills seminars
demonstrating more effective
methods of teaching in act-ual classroom situations. Mr. Stang
added, "we hope to expand this
type of service to our education
majors and developing the best
prepared and most effective group
of interns in the State."

Faculty Art Exhibition
Prints and photographs exhibited by Johann Jochnowitz,
Michael Metzger, Leonard Pierro
and Douglas Tatton, four
members of the Newark State Art
Faculty will be on view until October 5th, • the College Gallery,
Vaughn Eames Hall.
Today, printing is more than a
duplicating process of the pictorial
image. The contemporary
printmaker and photographer

TERM PAPERS

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date,
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to
cover postage and handling.
WE ALSO WRITE
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS.

Termpaper Research
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
"We need a local salesman"

invents and combines the techniques of the traditional methods
and no longer records these images
just for the record.
Leonard Pierro's embossings
and monoprints have, since 1969,
been part of his "Feed; Digest;
Consume" series. He says:
"In concept, this series finds its
way through social awareness,
more specifically - when does the
consumer begin to consume and in
what condition is the product when
it is ready for consumption? How
much is diluted? How much is
changed? Are there constants? The
visual characteristics are abstract,
but follow a particular set of
images. Interacting within every
piece they change as the situation
of process demands: mashing,
gnawing, digesting, excreting."
The embossing and intaglio
prints of Johann Jochnowitz reveal
an influence of his 1967 Fullbright
stay in India. "My · work,"
Jochnowitz says, "is the synthesis

IVans,I Trucks, Cars
ABSOLUTE AUCllON!

SAT., OCT. 7, at 10 A.M.
·~ Rain or Shine, Held By

dlizabethtawn Bas
SALE LOCATION:

.

At our Southern Division Servicenter . One Brown Avenue .
(off Green Street) lselin , N. J.

SELECTION INCLUDES:
[gQ] vans

(all with automatic transmissions), 26 trucks,
22 cars and 1 portable compressor.

CAN BE INSPECTED:
Thurs., Oct. 5 and Fri., Oct. 6 from 9 A.M. to 7 P.M.
These vehicles and equipment, which are surplus to
our present needs, have been well maintained by
Elizabethtown Gas.
• All sales as is, all sales final.
• Everything MUST be sold , regardless of price.
• Terms-$100 cash deposit at knock down. Cash or
guaranteed funds ONLY.
• Items purchased MUST be removed no later than 4
P.M., Tues., Oct. 10.
Conducted by

LOUIS TRAIMAN AUCTION CO. (215) Kl 5-4500

Tirando
Appointed
Asst. Dir.
of E.O.F.
The EOF Program has announced the appointment of Mrs.
Mildred Tirendo as the new assistant director of the program .
Her appointment was part of an
expanded staff due to the larger
number of students needing to be
served.
The ' EOF program is an answer
to legislation which gives certain
students who are not able to enter
college for financial or other
reasons the opportunity to do so.
The program has a counseling
center and serves many students.
They have a summer program for
orientation into college.
Mrs. Tirando has lived and
worked in New York and Spanish
Harlem, and now residing in
Williamsburg. She enjoys helping
her own people to help themselves.
She believes primarily in really getting into and the kids to use their
own resources and she's interested
in working on a one-to-one
relationship.
She was interviewed by a screening committee of students. Surprised but pleased that students
take such a great interest in what
happens to them, she1 has great
respect and admiration for them.
Mrs. Tirando went to St.
Joseph's in Brooklyn, was a nun
for seven years. She has a
Bachelors degree in Sociology
from the University of Wisconsin.
She did her graduate work in Bilingual Counseling.
of
traditional
indian
methaphysical philosophy in a
contemporary
western
visual
syntax."
Two of Micheal Metzger's intaglio prints are part of his "Sky
Stuff' series begun early this year;
a theme which is also currently
appearing in his paintings.
Douglas Tatton , both a
printmaker and photographer, has
been devoting most of his time to
the camera. His finished works are
freed from the confines of the
traditional frame and appear to
emerge from the wall.
, Every two weeks until
November 20th, the Art Faculty
will show their works: - drawings,
October 9-19;
DesignerCraftsmen, October 23-November
3; Sculpture and Film Making,
November 7-20th. These exhibitions are installed by the
faculty and students under the
direction of Zara Cohan, Gallery
Director.
Gallery hours for this exhibition
are JO a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday Friday. -Mondays 9 - 4 p.m.
Evening!\ and weekends by appointment (20 I - 527-2307 / 5272347).
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Servijce Corp.
(continuedfrom page l)
Health Services
Business Services
process,
recommend
changes
Day Care Center
based on student perceptions and
Library Services
evaluations. We realize that our
Alumni Association
students have very definite feelings
Athletic and Recreation
regarding the quality of our serFinancial Aid
vices and we would like to know
College Development
their feelings and gain through
Once you have been assigned,
them. Your cooperation and participation in this endeavor will you will be referred to the director
eventually reap benefits for all . of the office and you will work out
your schedule and responsibilities
students.
You will be given the op- with that individual. If you are
. portunity to choose from a wide list interested in this program, please ·
of service options; some of these call or drop off the interest form
with Pat Ippolito, Assistant Dean
are:
Admissions - Recruitment - of Students, Room T-l07, extension 2190.
Guides
. Academic Advisement - Career
Counseling
' Name----------'--Addres,s__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Registration - Scheduling
Dean of the School of Arts and Interest Area _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sciences - Tutoring - Recruitment Phone No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Dean of the School of Education Major _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
- Tutoring - Recruitment

Historians, Jobs, and
The Bicentennial
•Written permission granted N .J.
Historical
Commission
Newsletter.
A crisis of umemployment has
descended on the historical profession. As in other depressions, it
strikes hardest at thousands of
young men and women who are
just out of school and are finding
few if any opportunities to put their
talents and energies to work. We
possess no special wisdom concerning the causes of the problem or
its long-range solution. But we call
attention to an idea proposed a
year ago which seems to us eminently practical, not only to create jobs
but also to help preserve the
nation's historical-cultural patrimony ..
In a syndicated newspaper
column Kevin P, Phillips wrote in
March 1971:
" .. . Few decades -in our history
have offered the opportunity that
the l 970's do for a massive yet
useful public works and employment program - a Heritage
Works and Projects Administration ... geared to preparing for the nati'on's Bicentennial in
1976.
"The Bicentennial could serve
America better, and provide a base
for large-scale public employment,
if it were given a new thrust securing, repairing and cataloging
our national heritage ... there are
historic sites and buildings to be
restored and repaired; old villages,
factories, farmsteads and ports to
be researched . . . ; wild rivers,
national parks and scenic areas to
be improved or cleaned up; and
historic books and guides to be
written to catalog every facet of

Masculine Mystique
On Decline
"We are just beginning to realize ' World" on Wednesday evenings, 8
that the "masculine mystique" is a - 10 p.m., beginning October 4th, at
disadvantage to men. We have Newark State College. There will
been conditioned to ways of thin- be a coordinate women's group led
king that keeps us from coming to
by psychologist Vivian Guze on
grips with our own individual Thursday mornings, 9:30-11:30
needs. Sometimes a large percen- a.m. beginning on October 5th. In
tage of our time is devoted to jobs the spring, both groups will comwe don't enjoy, while we miss out
bine into an awareness gro· p, "Beon the rich human experiences that
ing Men and Women T oge,her in a
some of us have felt were
Changing World," meeting in the
'feminine'," says Bob Brannon, As- evening. There will be twenty sessistant Professor of Psychology at
sions in all, ten in the fall, and ten in
Brooklyn College.
the spring.
Mr. Brannon, who has led men's
For information and regisand mixed consciousness raising
tration, call the EVE office at
groups, will be leading a group enNewark State College. (201) 527titled, "Being Myself in a Changing
22IO.

Americana - focal history, architecture, folkways, ethnology,
agriculture, industry - for the
nation's 200th birthday . .. "
Consider the challenge and the
opportunity that this suggestion is
designed to meet. On the one hand,
large numbers of trained professionals in history and allied fields
eager to go to work and begin making their contributions to scholarship and education. On the other
hand, a wide range of institutions
historic sites and parks,
museums and historical societies,
libraries and archives, schools,
colleges and universities, historical
publications, arts organizations where important projects, many
directly concerned with the
Revolutionary era, a~it anadequate staff.
When Mi. Phillips' idea first
appeared, it was read into the
Congressional Record and was
briefly reported in the Bicentennial
press. Then apparently it was quickly forgotten. It is now more pertinent than ever, and it deserves to
be revived and given the most
positive National programs thus
far proposed for the Bicentennial.

Hostesses - Weekends in
Catering. Phone 992-8100.

NOTICE
The Barbara Ann Tuffel
Scholarship Appllcatlons
Applications for the Barbara
-A nn Tuffel Scholarship are
now available in the Office of
the Student Activities, The
Financial Aid Office, and the
E.E.O. Office. The scholarship will be presented to "a
Newark
State
College
student who is a member of a
minority group, and who is
involvea in activities directed
toward the improvement of ,
campus life for minority
group stuaents." The award
is two hundred and fifty
dollars. The deadline for
submitting the completed
applications is Friday, October 13, 1972. The scholarship will,be awarded at a fund
raising luncheon and fashion
show. The luncheon and
show will be held on Sunday
afternoon, October 29, 1972,
at 1:00 pm in the Town 'N
Campus Banquet Center.
For further information contact Mrs. Jackson ext. 2294.
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The Explore Student Organization Encounter
Committee presents its Fifth year of programming. Each year new and innovative programs
have been made available to satisfy a variety
of needs and interests. The programs are
open to all members of the college community
and friends of the college generally at no
cost to the participants. Transcendental
meditation, yoga and Silva Mind Control have
attracted a wide following and may be presented
to our community. These are the only programs
that will have a cost attached to them . The
cost will be reduced greatly relative to the
size of the groups and subsidy.

If you are interested in attending any of the
groups please fill out and return the enclosed
form to the Student Activities Office in the
College Center.
Program: Encounter with Jesus
trainer: Father Merdinger
Tuesdays, 3:00 PM
Chaplains Office St. Act. Bldg.
A personal beginning in the art
of prayer and meditation on the person
and presence of Jesus Christ.

Program: Explore
trainers: Marcella Haslam and Don Maroun
Tuesdays, 3:00 PM , CC Meeting Room
An open-ended encounter group dealing with
people, motivation, risk-taking, seeing ,
and feeling. The direction of Explore
is determined by the participants.

Program: Sexual Feelings
trainer: Don Maroun
Wednesdays, 3:00 PM, CC Meeting Room
Sharing of sexual feelings and attitudes
to move towards understanding and
acceptance of you and them .

Program: Group Experience
trainer: Marcella Haslam
Thursdays, 4:00 PM, CC Meeting Room
A group concentrating on the act of
working together, of experiencing shared
feelings, and developing trust. Emphasis
will shift according to the needs of the
group.

THE INDEPENDENT

Program: Astrology and You
trainer: Jan Jackson
Thursdays, 3:00 PM , Coffee House
Discussion of Astrological signs
and how they influence your personality
and inter-personal relationships.

Program: Turn-off
trainer: Don Maroun
Fridays, 12:30, CC Meeting Room
Hypnosis and alpha conditioning
provide the basis for exploration of
self and alternate states of
consciousness via turning off tension ,
anxiety and non-think.

I

,,.,

Program: Personal Growth
process: Encountertapes
time - to be announced
The Bert and Howell Encountertapes
series is designed to provide
educational experiences through
group encounter or interaction.

Progam: Yoga
1
trainers: (applicants please apply)
to be announced time and place
Emphasis on breathing and exerc ising .

Program: Silva- Mind Control
trainer: Lee Lazowick - time to be announced
Alpha brain wave control as pioneered by
Jose Silva, of the Institute of Psychogientology.
May be presented as determined by student
interest and cost.

Program: Transcendental Meditation
trainer: Steven Richter
a simple technique which takes the
attention naturally from the ordinary
thinking level to the source of
thought, the inner Being, the
reservoir of energy and intelligence.
Introductory Lectures
Thursday, Oct. 12 1:40 PM I Little Theatre
7:30 PM - Downs, Lounge
Thursday, Oct. 19 1:40 PM - Little Theatre
?;30 PM - Downs, Lounge

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

return to Student Acti vities Offi ce
College Center Bu ilding
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w,.,
by Bob Travaglione
The rays of the sun flickered
through the bush I had been sleeping under, prodding me to start a
new day. I walked out of the park,
kicking the moist dew off the grass,
heading in the general direction of
the interstate to Kansas City. I was
looking for a place to eat some
breakfast, but nowhere looked
appealing. There were two diners
of the modern variety, with large
picture windows and the backs of
tabletop juke boxes facing the
streeting. There were many cars in
their parking lots but no trucks, so
I passed them by. Iq another mile, I
spotted my breakfast palace. Dim
light was seeping through the
·smeary glass , and in the
background, there was a crowd of
shadowy figures. I walked through
the alleyway formed by tractors
and diesels to the green wooden
door. Entering, I noticed the high
humidify of cooking and heard the
clattering of utensils. The clients
were all male, in a variety of
shapes. Taking a stool was like
mounting a horse, for I had to put
my feet on the pegs to lift my rear
onto the high saddle. There were
bits of the last meal served
scattered on the counter. A lady
approached and, with one long
sweep of her rag, removed all the
morsels. Before I knew it, there was
a cup of steaming coffee in front of
me and two large yokes staring up
from a Wedgewood plate. 1quickly
pierced the yokes, and mopped up

the leakage with · the toast. The
whites were removed next to clear
the way for enjoy.nent of the home
fries. First salt was sprinkled and
then ketchup was poured. The experience was complete and it was
time to hit the road.
The meal had made me sluggish,
and the walk to the interstate was
very monotonous. 1 slid the straps
of my pack down my shoulders and
leaned the load against a roA1l sign.
Out went my extended thumb. For
a while, there was nothing better to
do than pace the shoulder,
followed by some sitting and then
more pacing. Then I progressed
into my pebble-kicking period of
the wait. The ground was ex- stop, but, to my ecstatic pleasure,
tremely dry, with lots of loose dust the wife had a liquid build-up also.
tha.t was thrown at me by the pas- After the pit stop, we were again
sing trucks. Finally, a first-year cutting our way west across MisFalcon slowed to receive this weary souri. Farmland and nothing else,
author. The occupants were a except a few buildings on the
young married couple, but even · horizon, looking like skyscrapers.
more important to me at this time They turned out to contain no
was the thermos of coffee leaning people, but rather grain.
Heavy gra y clouds hung
against the seat back. Upon my
noticing of their traveling urn, 1 motionlessly in the sky, the air was
.was invited to join them in the en- still; about the only things moving
joyment of a cup. I accepted ; a a were the vehicles floating along the
matter of fact, I polished off three pavement. At four o'clock, we
cups at their encouragement. That reached the outskirts of Kansas
was a very silly thing to do, for with City, Missouri. The ride ended in
the jostling of the auto and the the theatre district of the city. After
immense amount of liquid, I some investigation, 1 had disrealized that I would soon have to covered that the young people were
relieve my kidneys. The pressure . all situated at one end of town that
kept increasing and I started cros- contained the Kansas City Art
sing my legs and loosening my belt. Institute and Volker Park. It was
(continued on page I 3)
1 was uneasy about asking them to

...

Photo by Travaglione
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Book Review:
Chariot of the Gods?
by Tom Haluszczak
Now that Wm. Peter Blatty has
thoroughly crystallized within you
a frightening uncertainity about
the nature of god through the exploits of Father Damian Karras
("all in a good day's work . .. "), one
can easily prolong this exquisite
aura of supernaturalism and
rius, Hermia and Helena. To mystery by reading the expository
provide entertainment at the wed- prose of Erich Von Daniken, a
ding, the Athenian artisans plan to_ Swiss scholar, archeologist ,
give the play of Pyramus and This- theorist and very-together person.
by. The story of the quarrel of If you dig straightforward exOberon and Titania and the ac- position with few "orphic" or suptivities of the fairies parallels the raintellectual
metaphors
and
main plot; but by making Puck the references, the man will amaze you
instrument for solving the with simplicity of argument alone;
problems of the earthly lovers and
increasing the confusions and
comedy of the artisans, the author
brings the groups together in an
organic whole, as only he could .
A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS
DREAM , however, is not merely
an entertai ning spectacle like the
masque;
Shakespeare
always
provides a meaning and a
significance deeper than the surface ripples of mere entertainment .
His plays are fi lled with commentary on life and love, and in this
play, he treats the whimsical a nd
irresponsible as pects of love, the
midsum mer madness that has no
explanation except the whims of
men and women. Sha kespea re
does not contemplate these moods
a nd qualiti es in a ny spirit of
criticism or reproof; love ca n ma ke
men and women do many fo olish
things, but the author and his
audience laugh gaily at such folly
and accept it as the norm of life.
"Lord, what fools these mortals
be!" Puck explains, but for all of
that, mortals are rather charming
beings and neither Puck nor
Shakespeare shows any desire to
(continued on page 12)

historically and scientifically, he' ll
astound you beyond the limits of
your sanity with documented proof
of his theory, that the cultural
enigmas of antiquity were remnants of a way of life brought to
primitive man by extraterrestrial
beings of superior intellect and
technology. His monograph is so
complete, so irrevocably plausible
in composition and substantiation
that his purpose is fulfilled before
half of the work is digested: to open
up your mind to unconventional
ideas, and since our culture
represents the pinnacle of historical achievement (?), it becomes_

Shakespeare On
Love and Marriage
The "spirit of youth" will come
to Newark State College on Tuesday, Oct. 10, at 8 p.m., when The
National Shakespeare Company,
under the sponsorship of N.S.C.
Performing Arts Council, presents
its production of Shakespeare's
"fantas y of folklore and
fairies "- A
MIDSUMMER
NIGHTS DREAM. The romantic
poetry of Shakespeare's popular
comedy has the freshness and
fragrance of spring flowers, which
is so appropriate to the time and
occasion of the play. The action of
the play takes place, not at midsummer, as the title suggests, but
about May Day and strong internal evidence suggests tha t it was
written fo r the wedding of some
great personage. It most certai nly
has some of the qualities .of the
Masque, a popular wedd ing entertainment that emphasized spectacular elements, costume, a nd
pagea ntry rather than dra ma tic
plot and p oet ry. A M I DSUMMER NIGH TS D R EAM is
a medley of poetry, song a nd
da nce, and the similarity of it to the
spirit of the masque is obvio us, but
as always in Sha kespeare. his
genius transcends conventions,
and he writes a poeti"c drama
instead of a stereotyped pageant.
With consummate skill, he weaves
three separate elements of the play
together to give it unity.
The main plot concerns the wedding of Theseus and Hippolyta and
the love story of Lysander, Demet-
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our obligation to remain receptive
to the new.
The future gnaws away at our
past, day after da y; the ancient
scriptures, though ambiguous and
paradoxical in places, nevertheless
are intriguing in their corolla tion
of data in reference to great eve nts
and concepts. Daniken asserts that
the flood myths of the Book of
Ozan, the Upanishads, the Bible
and the Epic of Gilgamesh were
one and the same Cataclys m
brought about by ea rthl y
upheavals a la Velikovsky, that the
explicit manner in which God
instructed Moses to construct the
Ark of the Covenant ("directions
are given as to the very inch, how
and where staves and rings a re to
be fitted and from what alloys the
metals are to be made . . . the clothing to be worn, the gloves,
footwear necessary for safely
transporting it.") suggest today
that it can only be some sort of
power source, perhaps a Galvanic
battery. Doubtlessly, it was electrically charged; Uzzah (2 Samuel
6:2) steadied it in transport when it
threatened to fall off the cart and as
a result fell stone-dead. Daniken
asserts that, according to a recent

reconstruction made in Zurich, an
electric conductor of several hundred volts was produced as the
boarder and golden crown served
ao charge the condensor formed by
bold plates and a positive and
segative conductor of sorts . . .
formed by the _n ature of the
construction and material used for
insulation (animal skin) allowed
for a strong charge to be stored for
reasons unknown.
He also discusses the ancient
Calendars in reference to their accuracy; Mayas "knew of the
Venusian Year of 584 days and estimated the duration of the terrestial year at 365.2420"- the exact
calculation today is 365.2422!
Egyptians had an accurate calendar based on the rise of Sirius 4,221
years ago.
The height of the pyramid of
Cheops, multiplied by a thousand
million, 98,000,000 miles is approximately the distance between
the earth and the sun. A Meridian
running through the thre great
pyramids divide~ the continents
and oceans into two exact halves;
the area of the base of the great
pyramid divided by twice its height
gives pie, 3. 14159.
Daniken also computes that if
several hundred thousand slaves
achieved the staggering quota of
ten blocks placed vertically daily,
they would have completed the
2,600,000-stone edifice in 250,000
days-664 years. This obviously
refutes the theory that the Great
Pyramid of Cheops was completed
in twen ty years at the whim of an
eccentric Pharoah. How, then, the
question is proposed, did a grand
structure 490 feet high and some
6,500,000 tons come to lie placidly
in Egypt unless it was constructed
with the a ss i s tan c e of
technologically-advanced artisans,
whose superior machines and
intellect made them renowned,
"gods"
to the superstitious
Egyptians?
On July 30, 1908at 7: 17 P.M . the
Siberian Tiaga was shook by an
inexplicable explosion of such fantastic magnitude that Seismographic stations 550 tniles from
the epicenter (i.e. Irkutsk) recorded
violent tremors for more than one
hour. The 1963 investigations by
the Soviet Academy of Sciences
revealed that the explosion had
been of sufficient devastation to
measure 2.8 x 1023 ergs (erg: scientific measurement of work; one
organism weighing one gram performs one erg's worth of work
climbing a wall one centimeter
high)- equivalent to carbonization

(co-,,tinued on page 14)

Please subm it you r poetry,
prose, photos (color, black &
white), and art works NOW to
DANA , REVIEW, CC 118.
Deadl ines for all materia l is
Nov. 1, 1972.
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A Clockwork Orange
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Peanuts and, as November 7th
draws closer, this writer has a fee ling that George will be pull ing o ut
all stops to outdo Al Smith.

More Sound
& Fury
(continued from page 4)
Organization's
hardest-working
individuals and deserves a great
deal of credit for the job he does in
the interest of all students.
Sincerely,
Steve Band

Rock
Review
Reviewed
To the Editor:
In regard to the "Rock Review"
written by Barry Felker, it is apparent he has some idea of what is
going on in the concert scene
around the North Jersey area, but
it is also apparent that he is contro lled and hypnotised by the rock
media. He seems to be taken in too
easily by the flash and cheap
showmanship that has become all
too common with the new up-a ndcoming "Superstars" (e.g. Argent
and T. Rex).
It is extremely ha rd fo r us to
believe that he has even attended
the concerts he has reviewed. Having been at the three concerts
ourselves, we were astonished to
find that his reviews were completely contrary to our own
opi nions, as well as the general
opinion of the audiences. His
reviews of the Argent and T. Rex
concerts were nothing but an abortion of the truth.
To describe the audience reaction to Argent as "a frenzy, footstomping orgy, ready to rock the
house down" is a "slight" exaggeration on his part. The only
foot stomping (??) we observed
came from the many people walking into the lobby (quite a switch
from
the
previously-featured
groups performing at Newark
State). The performance put on by
Jim Dawson, undoubtedly outshone Argent's set in all wa ys, but
mostly in terms of musicianship.
The Doobie Brothers put on a
brilliant display of musicianship
which, in our estimation, was pickd

clean of every bit of credit that they
rightfully deserved. Their performance was far from "a high-pitched, melodramatic, technical display", as mentioned by the
re'Viewer. The Doobie Brothers are
one of the best new groups we have
seen perform at the Capitol
Theatre, and we have seen them all.
T. Rex was the worst group we
have ever seen anywhere, including
high school dances; and to compare Marc Bolan's guitar-playing
to that of Jimi Hendrix is like comparing a cool ocean breeze to a fart
after eating a White Caste hamburger. His guitar solos consisted
of nothing more than stretching
one note and holding it until it
would feedback. The high point of
the T. Rex set was when Marc
Bolan dropped his guitar, w,hich
caused a noticeable improvement
in their music (at least, until he
picked up another guitar). As far as
gimmicks and special effects go,
the use of one smoke bomb by the
Doobie Brothers to highlight the
peak of their set was far more effective than all of Marc Bola n's glitter,
make-up and slinky strutting.
Marc Bolan had more "wasted
frets" than ever a begi nning
guitarist.
We feel it is strange that the two
groups Mr. Felker praised so
highly received no encores, while
the two acts he was unfavorable
towards were both honored with
encores and screams for more even
after the encores were fini shed
(And remember, these were not the
"Star" attractions.).

In conclusion, we do agree with
Barry Felker on one point,
though- the Greatful Dead were
fabulous.

Rick Ferrante
Jody Micillo
Walter Planer
Capitol Theatre Staff
P.S. By the way, just what is a
"decorative bottleneck exercise",
anyway?
P. P.S. This is not a personal
vendetta- we just don't think you
know what you're talking about.
(continued on page 18)

E
by Mark (Barry) Felker
Stan Steiner's The Mexican
Americans is difficult to discuss. A
synopsis is always likely to be
critical, but after carefully consulting the summaries of those who
praise the book and deem the pictures projected as "natural as life",
it seems fair to say that it is a vivid
and horrifying case study of the
Mexican-Americans' fight for
human dignity and cultural rights.
The Mexican-Americans, who
today call themselves Chicanos in
reaction to all patronizing,
ethnocentric racists, belong to La
Raza (The Race, or The People), a
mixture of Spanish and American
_Indian, a mythic combination of
the cunning and adventurous conquistadors and the highly-advanced Indian poet-priest-warriors. Their recent quest to re-ignite
the compulsive values in the individual that are often the antithesis of natural freedom and
human dignity take their form in
La Causa, that is, The Cause. The
internal workings of the
organization is in need of an "ideal
deity" to lead the angry populace

against their oppressors, namely,
the white-racist-power-structure of
the United States. The regional and
fragmental revolution is lead by a
host of radical prophets.
The most charismatic prophet is
Cesar Chavez, :who advocates a
policy of civil disobedience as a
means of protesting unjust or
unwarranted laws against the
proletariat. Through non-violent
movements such as boycotts, he
hopes to improve working conditions for the migrant families
trapped in a life of poverty. To his
adherents, he has perpetuated very
high levels of saintliness, civility,
administrative skill, and has
become a legend, a martyr and the
quintessence of a vital Chicano virtue: machismo, that is, dignity,
courage, and distilled manliness.
Another prophet of La Causa is
Reies Lopez Tijerina, who played a
significant role in the situation in
New Mexico and the role of the
Alianza-despite economic and
political persecution by the Federal
Government. A former evangelical
preacher, Tijerina has written a

Shakespeare
by Bob Abline
You have to hand it to the
Democrats. They knew this
wouldn't be much of a presidential
race, and so they decided that,
rather than go for broke and a possible upset (Muskie, perhaps), they
would play it out this time around ,
strictly for laughs. As a matter of
fact , the McGovern-Shriver
tandem is the funniest thing to hit
the Democratic campaign trail
since Al Smith lost to Herbert
Hoover in 1928.
Smith, you will recall, was a
Roman Catholic and a vet, at a
time when Catholic candidates on
the national level were not very
popular and the Eighteenth
Amendment to the Constitution
had technically made the nation
dry. All of this aside, Smith was
often seen a nd frequentl y
photographed ta king a drink in the
company of friends. Of course, the
Republicans roa red.
Furthermore, at a time when
anti-Catholic sentiment in the
nation was strong, Smith saw no
harm ·in being photograp hed at his
desk with a rat her large picture of
the Pope in the background . Can
you imagine the effect of such a picture in an Atlanta, Geo rgia or a n
Austin, Texas newspaper? And, of
course, the Republica ns simply
split their sides laughing.
There were other humorous
moments in the Smith-Hoover
election, but, in reality, they were
mere slapstick compared to the
sophisticated approach to humor
taken by McGovern and his running mate. Take the other night,
for example. There I was, watching
good old Walter on the TV.
Naturally, the lead news event of
the day was a McGovern speech in
Chicago. There was George,
bemoaning the fact that he didn't
have the John Conolly's or the rich
fat cats of the GOP on his side. No,
indeed, while the Republicans are
simply swimming in money, poor
George has to ask little old lad ies
on Social Security not to buy a new
dress this month, but to send him
the five dollars instead.
thesis verifying the fact that enormous tracts of land are still the
property of the " lndo-Hispanorace". T he proof, he contends, lies
in the 16th-century Spanish Laws
of the Indies and the Treat y of
Guadalupe-Hidalgo of 1848, which
confirms classic Spanish land
grants under the recentlyorganized American government.
To date, he has been unsuccessful
in returning the land to its "rightful
owners".
Tijerina's
profound
beliefs have put him in prison as a
result of direct confrontations with
Federal Officers.
Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzales,
once a champion prize-fighter,
now a journalist and Democraticparty politician, tells his brothers:
" ... you have made history. We
just talk about revolution, but you
act it by facing the shotguns, billies,
gas and mace. You are the real
revolutionaries." Gonzales is the
most radical of the major contemporary Mexican leaders analyzed
in Steiner's book, and the only one
that reaches the yoke of the undiscerni ble but indisputable
plateau on Chicano aspirations.
Forseeing the rapid urbanization
of the Mexican-American s,
Gonzales organized the National
Chicano Liberation Conference in
the c1t1es "barrios", a mass
movement for cultural rights.
Today ' s young militant
Chicanos are a new breed from
within the social strata. They are
not in a position to procrastinate.
Their faith in social reform has

Now, all of this would have been
most appealing, to be sure, except
for the fact that the TV camera just
happened to switch to some of the
visiting dignitaries on the platform.
And who happened to be sitting
there but Ted Kennedy, -certainly
no pauper, and Leonard Woodcock, whose United Auto Workers
have contributed enough money to ,
the McGovern campaign to buy a
helluva lotta dresses. Oh, there also
sat Richard Daley who can do
things in his town on election day
that no amount of money in the
McGovern coffers could do. Yes,
George McGovern has a sense of
humor.
Equally as funn y is his running
mate, R. Sargent Shriver, whose
chief claim to fame lies in the fact
that he married a girl named
Kennedy. Aside from Shriver's
havi ng noted that his total worth is
about one hundred thousand
dolla rs, he has come u p wi th the
most humorous scena rio fo r ending t he wa r in Vietna m yet
recorded.
It goes something li ke this:
Sometime back in 1968, Richa rd
Ni xon bl ew an o pportuni ty to end
the Vietnam war. T he North made
an obvious overture to the United
States and Nixon simply refu sed to
move on the matter. Now, by the
time Shriver finished his observations, Republicans all over the
nation were falling flat on their
faces in gales of laughter. The
whole thing, you see,is reall y quite
hilarious insofar as Richard Nixon
wasn't the President in 1968 and
thus could not possibly have done
much to end the war. What was
true, however, was the fact that R.
Sargent Shriver was our ambassador to France at the time, and
could have communicated North
Vietnam's desire to end the war to
people who had somewhat more
influence and power than Richard
Nixon.
Incidentall y, no documents exist
to verify Shriver's contentio n,
although W. A. Harrima n declares
without a smile that this is true. He,
you might remember, was chief
negotiator for the United States
when the North Vietnamese were
ready to make peace. At this point,
you may wipe the tears of laughter
from your eyes.
McGovern, however, doesn' t
like being outdone by his running
mate and so competes strenuously
for laughs. He cracks the Jews up
by telling them he stands behind Israel 100% (Why not l000%?), and,
at the same time, is withdrawing
American troops from Vietnam,
Thailand, Korea, Europe and the
Lesser Antilles. He sends the
traditionally-Democratic
bluecollar worker into hysterics when
he asks them to vote for his election
to the White House along with
Bobby Seale, Abbie Hoffman and
Jerry Rubin. How do you ask Joe
Smith- truck driver, brick layer,
factory worker- to vote for the
same man as Abbie Hoffman et.
al.? Yes, indeed, the Democrats
these days offer more laughs than

(continued from page 9)
change them. Written for a happy
occasion, the play touches lightly
on problems of love and marriage,
and perhaps that is the way it
should be!
Lloyd Kay,
Production Coordinator
the national shakespeare company
Free kittens need homes!
Blacks and tigers. Adorable.
Cat Food, too. Call 383-0592.

Puta smile
on that

pumpkin
It's the perfect autumn day:
s unn y, but cri sp and cool,
wit h t he smell of burning
leaves and the color s of
cha nging foliage . A gr eat
afternoon for getting into
the mood of the season and
carving out that pumpkin.
And even though it's "that
time" of the month, you're
feeling really happy, with a
smile as broad as the pumpkin's. Because you
have the comfortable ' :.,
feeling of Tamp·ax , ,, ,.
tampons' internal sanitary
protection. And the confident feeling you get because ·
Tampax tampons free you
from irritation, odor and
worries. Comfort, freedom
and confidence are important to you and to women all
over the world, so it's no
wonder more women trust
Tam~ax tampons to help
keep them smiling.

I'

Our only Interest is protecting you.

been swallowed up by the ultimate
disgust and hypocrisy, the personification of treachery and
mediocrity, the political hack, that
hack which is brought with all of
their white man's lies and myths
into the minds of the Chicano
through the Anglos' ultimate g9al,
namely, capitalism and hypocritical Christian dogma. Instead ,
La Raza searches, ponders, and
prays for an "ideal diety'' like
Moses to liberate them from their
egocentric oppressors.

MAD[ ONLY8Y TA~,AX INCOJtPOAATED, PALMER, MASS .
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Windin'g Road
(continuedfrom page 8)
four miles from my present
location. So, once again, 1 was at
the curb, begging rides. 1 caught
the eye of a couple, returning from
some food shopping. The back seat
was covered with grocery bags, so 1
nestled myself up front with the
two. Stacy was a heavy ,
mysterious-looking black man. He
had a gigantic black hat, flopping
down and concealing most of h(s
head. Sitting to his right was a
woman of enormous proportions,
leaving me pushed into the door
handles. We followed the tree-lined
street across town to the Art
Institute. Amazingly for a large
city, the streets were clear of the
TYPIST
No experience necessary. Accuracy more important than
speed. Hours to fit your
schedule. Located in Linden
Call 353-4682.

iu~t
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usual rubbish. As a matter of fact ,
the whole setting was really
beautiful. Every . block contained
several fountains with statues and
rock gardens. The sidewalks were
outlined with multi-colored tiles.
Steeples and lazy lamp posts
dotted the sky, putting the finishing touches to the entire scene. The
car came to a halt in front of a
yellow brick apartment building.
Into the lobby, to the entrance of
the elevator. Stacy pressed hard on
the button, as if it would bring it
into operation with less delay. The
gray metal door slid to the side,
providing adequate entry to two
very large people and one not too
big, but equipped with a full pack.
Once in the upper hall, we were
greeted by two young women from
the apartment next to his own.
Stacy did the whole explanation
concerning my recent arrival at
Kansas City and my need for a
place to stay. Chris and Ann, the
neighbors, suggested fhat 1 stay
with them. This generous offer
needed no deliberation. I thanked
Stacy for his trouble, and entered

~~~,,-»..,<,wt<,.A /2@¥.-~,~!J,.,~:;?..
'.;:j....,.....,.,,,

Photo by Travaglione

the abode of the two young ladies.
After some
preliminary introductory talk, I was asked if I
wished to indulge in a shower. The
thought hit me that the suggestion
was more of a demand, for I was
terribly grubby. It took me five
minutes to clean the tub following
my purification, for I started daydreaming as I watched my dead
skin float down the drain .
My two days in Kansas City
turned out to be very pleasant. 1
roamed the entire city, fascinated
by its quaintness and beauty. Other
times, I hung out in Volker Park,
drinking Coors beer and listening
to the daily free concerts. On the
third day, my longing to continue
West had overpowered my fascination with this slow-moving
Mid-West city.
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They did n't like movies (Occasionally, they made the girls
happy by going to one.). Willie and
Shakie preferred the open sky, the
rushing winds, and the thundering
(2nd in 5-part series)
waves of the sea. They were at the
by Luis Sanchez
They enjoyed themselves at Jersey Shore more often than
The sororities remember Willie Malone's (with some phony proof),
anyone else, and they probably
and Shakie. They remember them listening to a singer named John.
loved it more than anyone else, too.
because these two guys were open All their friends were there. They
There were days when the sun took
and their hearts and minds were often got together with the girls
a day off and the wind s rustled the
always on display. They honestly and went hiking or camping
·waves, creating a spectacle intold the girls what they thought mountain-climbing or visiting
triguing to the human eye. It was
about them as women. Willie was some strange city like New York or
something to behold : people sitting
at a loss for words; he was sorta shy Bayonne. They were obsessed, they
on the sands, leaning on the
a bit. Shakie said:
told Sue Cousins once, about railings ,
standing on
the
"You come on strong. Guys like movement.
boardwalk, watching the natural
to watch you. You are what the
display of water mixing with air. It
Motion meant life for them .
poet said you are: Portals by which
was a heart-warming spectacle.
Even
a
rock
moves,
although
it
man seeks God and enters heaven.
It was 1960. Willie and Shakie
Was it not through a woman that may take it a million years to do so.
discovered that there was someone
They
did
not
like
TV
for
the
simple
God came to earth?''
just like them in another world .
Shakie couldn't say any more, reason that it was a waste of time
Rafer Johnson. His world was
just
sitting
there
doing
nothing.
because there was nothing else to
Mount Olympus and he was at the
say. He said it all: ttie very begin- Life was moving on outside, and
Olympic Games, exemplifying for
ning of life to its very end. No, there those that glued themselves to the
the world a little bit of courage, en"tube" were, unfortunately, miswas nothing else to say.
durance, and faith in himself.
Willie a nd Shakie loved life . sing it.
Willie and Shakie took him as their
- idol. They learned about admiration and respect and how
much it really counts in this world.
They never got to meet Rafer
Johnson, but they remembered
him.

About ·Today

lw Mark Hurwitz
Hassled
I drive a Honda CB 750 KI. The
infamous Honda 4. But I'm a mildmannered biker, a safety-for-all
freak, etc. (Just read my article- it
shows.), and what happens, I get
hassled too.
It was one of those cool, humid
autumn mornings before the sun
breaks through to warm th ings up
to an uncomfortable level. I had a
9:25 A. M. art class that day, for
which I like to get in early so I can
set up. (With a bike, there's no
worry about finding a parking
space at good ol' NSC. Anyway,
it's a rare occasion when I'm ahead
of schedule!) So, at 8:45 A.M ., I
stumbled out of my house in surburbia and threw open the garage
door.
I rolled my steed out into the
gray light, leaning it on its sidestand in the driveway. l turned the
gas valve to "On", lifted the priming choke, and let the fuel trickle
into the carb's floatbowls. I put the
key in the ignition and turned on
the juice. l then punched the starter
button, and the electric starter
churned the engine. It caught and
started (as usual , first time-every
time, when in tune, of course).
l then let off on some of the
choke and went th rough th e
routine of "suiting up" for a chilly
morning's ride. First, the Belstaff
ridingjacket, then the helmet, then
the gloves.
By that time, the engine was
warmed slightly. It was good
enough to go and not stall.
\ swung my·leg over the bike, kicking the stand up at the same time.
It's become natural to pull in the
clutch and push the gear-changer
down until the "click-clunk" tells
me we're ready to move. Then,
thumb on the headlight (safety
first) and the directional and swi ng
out of the driveway, if traffic permits. For a change, it did.
I live on the corner of a busy
intersection, so when there was a
hole in the usual long line of traffic
at the light, I signaled and blasted
through quickly.
There's one thing about a Honda
750. It always wants to do 60 mph
0

or

So I just usuall y run it through the
gears and do what traffic and common sense allows.
Today was no different: 1st, 2nd ,
3rd, and 4th. I was just going to
shift into 5th when I saw it at a side
street intersection. THE '-MAN .
There he was sitting in his nice
warm black & white pointing their
new pistol-type radar unit at me.
At that moment, I knew I'd bought
a visit from Officer Friendly. But I
hoped for the best and kept going.
He swung out behind and tai led
me for a few blocks. I dropped my
speed down to an acceptable
amount, hoping that maybe he's
only decided to keep patroling. No
such luck.
On came the bubble gum
machine's flashing red light. For a
moment, the thought of giving him
a run for his money crossed my
mi nd , "I'll slow down and start to
pull over, then gear down, crack it
open, and smoke it to a side street,
maybe losing him in the weavings
of a surburbian development." But
that fantas y quickly faded and
anger took its place, "This is
ridiculous, I only live around the
corner. Why don't you go capture a
drug pusher or something." But
this past too. Realizing the past
treatment by local home town cops
to local home town speeders, I
knew to expect a hassle, yes-ticket,
no.
So I stood there on the side of the
road and we nt through the routine:
"License and Registration". I saw
disappointment in his face when he
saw that I was from good of'
hometown, U.S.A. and my dadd y
paid taxes to pay his salary. ' You
know better then to go 44 in a 25
zone.' " Yes sir, " Yes sir, I didn't
realize I was going that fast."
"Well, since you live in town I'm
going to give you a break, next time
1 catch you, it'll be six points." 'Yes
sir, thank you, Sir."
He left. Score one for the home
.team!

The Feminist Voice
. by Kathy Enerlich
I'm a feminist. By now most
everyone thinks they know what a
feminist is and believes in.
However, thc:re is a sterotype picture of us today in the general
public's mind. Also the media, all
too oftern, has blown up some
minute aspect of the movement to
make it look bad. So it seems that
too many people and the media
have missed the point.
Someone, long ago, once said
that a feminist is a woman who
thinks about her own affairs as
men d on't thin k she ought to. Well,
I want to be thought of as a human

Book Review

being first, taken for who and what
I am, nothing else. I don't want to
be judged on the basis of sex for
what I can or cannot do, and l just
want to have the same opportunity
as any man would, in my chosen
field, in government and in society.
The women's movement is complex.It isn't only about equal pay.
It involves role . playing, opportunity and self-pride. The
movement is growing, changing
and very serious. It is not to be
taken lightly. And that is what this
column is going to be concerned
with: what the movement is, issues
like abortion, interviews and
legislation concerning women.

(continued from page 9)

effect of a neclear explosion of ten
megations or ( IOO, 000, 000, 000,
000, 000, 000 ergs.) T o this day
investigation of trees and th eir annual rings in the Siberi a m tiaga
region reveals radioacti vity level as
twice as hi gh, si nce 1908.
Dani ken si mply presents inex-

FREE - male Siamese Cat.
One year old , good head,
needs home. Call Kevin or
Sue 527-9171 .

plicable cases of illogical eve nts events which make esta blished
science uncomfo rta ble in findin g
ratio na l ex plaa ntions for them;
events which add up to a n intriguing test of fai th. Danike n
doesn't implore you to believe his
explanation - but somehow your
own d o n't qui te stand up as viable
solutions either; here lies the !iniquity of th e matter. If it's tho ught
provoking material you seek, read
Daniken's Chariots of the Gods?

''Another
View_ •

Fr. Philip Merdinger
One month.ago, Fr. Philip Berrigan was sentenced at Harrisburg
to 4 concurrent two-year terms for
smuggling letters out of prison. At
his sentencing, he issued a
statement which says in part: "lam
not here... to issue a polemic
against the government (or) to
champion the defense. I would
rat her talk about hope at a time
when many sensitive people see
almost no hope." He went on to
mention the many problems of our
time especially the "cynical, incessant, senseless killing of people" for
which both Lyndon Johnson and

Adults
Only
by Bob Dopko
Effective this coming January
I st, all eighteen year-olds will be
granted
twenty-one
year-old
privileges. Just a few of those
privileges are the right to purchase
alcoholic beverages, the right to
sign legal documents, titles, a nd
contracts (this single aspect entitles
the individual to own property, apply for a bank loan, and other personal commitments), the right to
sue and be sued, the right to vote on
both local and federal elections, the
right to apply for a civil service-job,
and, last but certainly not least, the
right to be admitted into X-rated,
"adults only," movies. It is my
opinion that legalization of the
eighteen year-old might prove to be
the
necessary ingredient
to
alleviate the prevailing defenses ·
between generations.
Perhaps what initiated the idea
for lowering the legal age, was the
passage of the eighteen year-old
voting age. The valid logic behind
this reasoning is not easily
debatable: If the eighteen year-old
is allowed to vote for matters
concerning the citizenry, then he
should be apart of the citizenry.
There is a definite attitude of
positivism, felt by the student body
at Newark State, toward s
legalization of the eighteen yearold. Several ra nd omly-selected
students were asked to comment.
' S haro n Ashley: "This is a good
law fo r most eighteen yea r-olds. It
will give them a cha nce to make
their own decisions in a mat ure
way. Ma ny may at firs t try to take
advantage of some rig hts. But I fee l
as they get used to the majority law,
it will not be a bused."
(continued on pa,re 16)

,,

• •

Richard Nixon bear special responsibility and how thi s has
crushed the hope out of many
people. But for himself, even
though a victim of opposition to
the war, he said he must"search for
better alternatives than silence,
drop-out or exile.
I've met many students on campus who share the hopelessness
Berrigan talks about. But unfort unately I've also met man y
others who really couldn't care less
about what is going on. Sometimes
this is expressed in a contemptuous
attitude a bout others, a flippant
and childish response like, 'Well,
that's war! They're only Vietnamese. Besides, they're Commies." But more often it seem s to
be a simple dismissal of the whole

subject, a shrug of the' shoulders, a
return to 'normality'. " Life is busy,
I've got problems of my own, leave
me alone to go to my usual dull
classes, dull work, ho-hum ,
Newark State is so boring," ect.
What can one say or do to
challenge this? How can one offer
hope both to those who despair
about changing anything as well as
to the ma ny more who don't give a
crap? It's easy to become bitter and
gloomy. The fast from solid food ,
which I began a few weeks ago, is
an attempt to offer this hope.
If
you own something precious, y o u
handle it with care. Life is very
precious to me; perhaps by using it
more carefully, a sense of hope can
be offered to others, a hope that
things can be changed . More on
' hope' next week .

Catholic Campus
Community
MASS: Sunday, 11 a.m.
Whiteman Hall Lounge
Thursday, Free Hour
College Cen ter Meeting Roo m

PRAYER MEETING: Friday, 12: 15
Tuesday , 4:30
Chaplains' Off ice
~

"DROP-IN" HOURS IN
CHAPLAINS' OFFICE
MONDAY-10:30-12:00,: Fr. Philip
WEDNESDAY- 3:00-4:00, Fr. Phil i p
THURSD A Y- 10:30- 11 :30,
Fr. Al Berner
OTHER TIMES-Leave message
at Office
or call EXT. 2294
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EVE Discusses the
Female Experience
The increasing rate of change
has created some confusion. The
EVE Office at Newark State
College is offering two minicourses, open to the public, to help
in understanding social change in a
historical perspective.
"The courses offer an opportunity for an individual to continue her or his education and personal enrichment, · through
· understanding contemporary
cultures, abroad and in the U.S .A.
according to Jeanne Manning, a
member of EVE's Advisory Committee who helped set up the
program.
Gloria Deodato, who has
organized consciousness-ra1smg
groups for Union County now and
led the group for the State Wide
Conference last April, will conduct
a series of lecture and small group
discussions examining "The
Female Experience" in American
culture. The course will include
topics like Self-Development in a
Sexist Society; Marriage &
Motherhood; Women, Money &
Property; Sex, Sexuality & Sexism; Consciousness Raising. The
course will meet on six Tuesday
mornings, 9:30-11:30 a.m. , begipning October IO, at Newark State
College. The fee is $18.00.

Adults
Only
(continued.from page 14)
Robert Stasiak: "l feel that
eighteen year-olds are mature
enough to cope with the responsibilities that will be granted to
them by this law. Although
eighteenyear-olds will have the op- ·
portunity to make legal transactions, own property, and have
other legal powers, there are bound
to be institutions, such as banks,
that wiU oppose them."
Jill Parasine: "I'm in favor of the
eighteen year-old vote, in view of
the fact they know more about
politics and the government now
than in previous years. But the
drinking age should still remain at
twenty-one."
Tom Ulan: "Eighteen years-olds
of today are definitely as mature
and experienced as the twenty-one
year-olds of ten years ago. I doubt
very much, that our society will
start to decay as a result of the
legalization of the eighteen yearolds."
Aida Garcia: "The lowering of
the coming-of-age was an excellent
idea. If eighteen year-olds want to _
be treated as adults, then they
should have the full responsibilities
of adults."
Cheryl Darowski: "I feel that the
eighteen year-olds have certainly
proved themselves interested and
capable of handling the majority
law."
"Actions speak louder than
words." Success of the highly
favored majority law, now depends
entirely on the actions of those individuals who will be affected by it.
January 1973, will be remembered
and recorded in law books as an
important day concerning the
legislation of eighteen year-olds. It
will also be remembered as the day
the eighteen year-olds become
apart of the "establishment."
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
& WEDDING RINGS
3,000 ring selections in all styles
at 50% discount to students,
staff, and faculty. Buy direct
from leading. manufacturer and
VE! ½ carat $179, ¾ carat only
; 299. For.free cole>r foldeL w_rjte:
x 42, FanwOOCI, N.J, 07023.
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A very different approach will be
taken in the series of lecture-discussions supplemented by slides.
"Viewing Other Cultures". This
course is open to men as well as
women. It will be taught by May
Bartlett , former chair-one of the
English Department. It is the first
in a hoped for series, "Retired
Professionals
Share
Their
Knowledge." Mrs. Bartlett spent
last summer on her nineteenth
European trip, and condtij:ted
college European tours from 1960
to 1971, including a seminar at Oxford University, England.
Contemporary areas will be examined with historical
background, including art as an expression of men in their times.
Places discussed include Greece,
Rome and Italy, Florence and the
Renaissnce, France, Switzerland.
Germany, London and rural
England, Ireland and Scotland.
This class will meet on Thursdays,
12:45-2:45 p.m. at NSC beginning
October 12. The fee is $10 for those
under 59, $10 for those 60 and
older. Married couple's specialOne pays, spouse admitted free .
For information or registration.
call the EVE Office, 527-2210.
For information or registration.
call the EVE Office, 527-2210.

Alpha Phi
Omega
Welcome
Chi Psi, the Evening Chapter of
Alpha Phi Omega, invites you to
join us in service to campus. community and nation. No college
education today is complete
without engaging in service to
mankind. Membership to this
Chapter is open to men of every
nationality, color and creed,
irrespective of their course.
Since December 4, 1971, all parttime students at Newark State
College have had the opportunity
to join this national fellowship of
service with the chartering of the
Chi Psi Chapter. The Evening
Student Council office is our base ..
of operation not only for meetings
and records but also a place in
which to gather before and after
classes.
All are welcome to attend the
general membership meetings
which are held the second Saturday
of each month throughout the
school year in the College Student
Center at 10:00 a.m.
If you are interested in joining
us, contact Mario Ciccone, VicePresident, in room CC 114 in the
College Student Center, or phone
us at 527-2228.
Dear friends,
I will be offering volunjary
instruction in Arabic again
this year; if interested, please
contact me at the History
Department office. Depending on student interest,
either the classical form of
the language or EgyptianSudanese colloquial will be
emphasized. If you are an
Arab-American and would
be willing to give instruction
to other students in the
spoken colloquial you are
familiar with, please contact
me-the same invitation applies to anyone with classical
training!
Regards,
Jay Spaulding
Department of History

TWO DRIVERS FOR
A LIGHT VAN

Job List

Mrs.
Bruder (has children's
nursery school)
Westfield (about 8 min. from NSC)
Call 3 76-1120 or 233-1181.
DAYS & HRS: 5 days a week,
between 11 and I p.m. every day
SALARY: open.

For Week Of
Septen!ber 25, 1972
STUDENT NEEDED WITH
CAR TO DRIVE TO
A SCHOOL FROM HER
Rollin Supply Co.
HOME IN UNION TO
21 Quabeck Avenue
NORTH AVENUE
Hillside
TOWARD NEWARK FOR
923-5510
Must be able to drive a stick-shift. , AN HOUR'S LESSON.
DRIVER OF DODGE
TRUCK MAKING PICKUPS

SALARY: )2.00/ hr.
CASH
PANT

REGISTER

-A TTEN-

Lampart Dairy
1600 E. St. George A venue
Linden
Call Dave at 486-3269.
DAYS & HRS: hrs. are flexible
SALARY: $1.75/ hr.
BUS DRIVERWill Train

Martucci Bus Co.
63 Mississippi A venue
West Orange
Call James Martucci at 325-0037.
DAYS & HRS : 5 days a week from
7:15 to 8:30
Must be over 21. Will have to take
certain tests which will be explained to individual when he applies.
SALARY: $6.00 a trip.
PLANT MANAGER
ASSISTANT

Tre Time
771 South 16th St.
Newark
371-6868
Handling shipping & receiving;
physical labor involved.
DAYS & HRS: 5 days a week,
between noon and 6 p.m. Can work
later or earlier if wanted.
SALARY: $2.25 to start, $2.50
after you learn; if a good job, there
is a bonus.
DRIVER (also Packing,
Assembling when not
driving)
N.J. Commission for the Blind

232 Frelinghuyser Avenue
Newark
Call Joanne Conrad at 648-2118
DAYS & HRS : part time, 20-25
hrs. a week.
SALARY: $2.50/ hr.

SERVING SUBPOENAS,
COURT PAPERS, ETC.

Mrs. Lieberman
Union (off Stanley Terrace)
Call Office: EL4-7200 (9 to 6);
Evening at Home: 686- 025.
DAYS & HRS: Tuesdays, pick up
child by 4 p.m. and return to home
at 5 p.m.
Can study in library while waiting
for child's return.
SALARY: to be discussed.
MATH TUTOR

Virginia Sutthoff
Call collect (201) 638-6566, days
DAYS & HRS: Thursdays only.
SALARY: $2.00/ hr.
Must be expertise only.
DRIVER FOR
LIGHT VAN TRUCK

Fred Hartman T-V Service
254 Chancellor Avenue
Newark
Call Miss Esther at 923-2600.
Must be a resident of Union county.
DAYS & HRS: Saturdays only.
SALARY: $2.00/ hr. to start

Tayco Business Service
Call Mr. Taylor at this toll-free
number: (800) 872-4960.
SALARY: $3.00 / hr. and IOe a
mile for car.
Must have own car. Typing 1s
helpful.
TRAINEE TELLERS.
OPENINGS IN
ELIZABETH, LINDEN,
SUMMIT, NORTH
PLAINFIELD

United Counties Trust Co.
Walnut Avenue
Cranford
Call 931-6633.
DAYS & HRS: from l:30to6p.m .
during week; Saturdays from 8 to
4.

SALARY: $2.00/ hr.
TUTOR NEEDED FOR
ALGEBRA 2 AND
PHYSICS

Elizabeth Preparatory School
I Broad St.
Elizabeth
Call Mrs. Spych at 289-3444.
DAYS & HRS: 5 days a week.
Four students to a class.
SALARY: $5.00/ hr.

United
Parcel
Service

needs

DANCING TEACHER TO
TEACH TAP, BALLET,
ETC. IN COMMUNITY
CENTERS AROUND
ELIZABETH

Elizabeth Recreation Dept.
City Hall
Call Miss Yuriewicz at 353-6000,
ext. 213.
DAYS & HRS: 3 to 5:30 p.m.
SALARY: $2.50/ hr.
Car is necessary for transportation.

part time
Package Handlers

SALES CLERK AND
FABRIC CUTTER

Fabric Yard
Rt. 22 West (near Jasco Tile)
Call Mr. Altsheler at 964-3344.
DAYS & HRS: to be arranged .
SALARY: open.
BABY SITTER

Mrs. Coen
Hillside Rd.
Elizabeth (near college)
351-9113
DAYS & HRS: Wednesdays, from
10:30 a.m. to I p.m.
SALARY: open.
Transportation to be arranged.
FILM INSPECTOR
(Will Train)

Union County Fllm Service
128 Chestnut St.
Roselle Park
Call Mr. Art Rosenblatt at 2450323.
DAYS & HRS: 7 or 8 hrs. a day, 9
to 5 p.m.
SALARY: $3.00/ hr.
Good for Evening Student.

$2.-85

per hour

4-5 HOURS A NIGHT
5 DAYS A WEEK

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEW
Oct. 6, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Student Center Lobby
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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 1972 BY ALTERNATIVE FEATURES SERVICE

4LTERN AT JVE FE ATURES SERVICE

ACROSS
1. Narrow Waterway
7. l'viongoli an Tri be
12. Harem
14. Peacefu l
16. Short s ·ay i ng
17. Surr ou·n dings
18. De pressi on
19 . Choppe d Down
2 1. Aga inst ( abbr. )
22. Looks At
23 . Gree k Giant
24 . Cons t r i ctors
26 . Soviet Di vi s io n
27 . _ _ Pl a n (19 24 )
28 . Eu ropean Capital
29 . I ndia n Seaport
J O, Fus e Togeth er Aga i n
31. Th ree- l e gged Stand
JJ . Ge ome t r i c Angle
34 . Ra ce Horse Type
J.5 . Ve getable
36 . Fa iries
37. Understand
38 . Check
41. Prevari cates
42. Reci pient of Money
4:,. Hu ntz
44. Ge rman Pronoun
45. La nded Estat e
46 . " Mr. Chri s t ian"
47. Caus i ng Vomi t i ng
50. Lend i ng a t Hi gh Ra tes
52. Strau ss Opera
53 . Le gi slat ors
54 . French City
.5 5. Death

DOWN
1. Bri t i sh-Indian Sol di ers
2·. Legal Term
3 • Pri ces
4. Turkish Titles Var.
de Fr ance
5.
6 . Cheaps ka te
7. Famous Squa re
. 8. Dry
Av i v
9.
10 . Blac k Cuc koo
11. Engli sh Ab bey
12. Bank I t e ms
1.3. Bre akf ast Di s h
15. Swore ( s lang)
? O. Existed
23. Bro the r of Mose s
24. Cri es
25. Poi nted Arch
27. Cheat s
28. We i ghty
29. Aspec t s
JO. "Canterbury" St oryte ll er
Jl. ' Charm
32. Spl i t
33 . Turned Bac kwa rd
34. Fi ghts
3.5. Southern Streams
37. _
Jac into
38 . Proh ibi t i ons
39 . Ent i ce
40. Wish We ll t o
42 . St e ps
4J. West Indi es Country
4.5. I mi t a t e
46 . Uni t of Wei ght
48 . Biblical Prie s t
49. Fielding Character
51. French Number

1

2

J

4

.5

6

8

9

10

11

1.5

12

16
18
22
26

36
41
44
47
.52
54
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More Sound & Fury

NS~O Plight
I

shooting at you because you think
H URRA H FOR GUNS
differently than he does, what will
To the Editor:
I am surprised that the campus you do? You are probably going to
police did not carry guns for I feel wish t hat someone can stop him
that it is a necessity, since no one from killing you. A campus
really knows when a nyt hing is go- policeman can shoot him j ust
ing to ha ppen. For exam ple, lets go before he shoots you but he does
back to the Olympic Games in Ger- not have a wea pon.
many where peace is the theme,
Maybe I am writing a bout th ings
w her e di fferent co un tries that ma y never happen so I' m gothroughout the world compete ing to become practical. Alot of
against each ot her forgetti ng abo ut money passes through this college.
all differences and where 11 lsrealis Either in the busi ness office or the
died in a surprise Arab invasion. book store are good places to get
Who would of t hought the Arab rich fast, someone may be a ble to
terrorists would violate the ideals rob us and our campus police'men
of the Olympics and commit that may not be able to stop him
horrible crime.
because of the lack of weapo ns.
Just recently someone had a The ro bber will get away because
racial grudge and took a gun and · the regular police can't get here fast
took pot shots in Elizabeth. enough.
Elizabeth the town that is only
blocks away. Who would of
I will not give a gun to anyone
thought anything so tragic would unless he is well trai ned in the
be so close. Lately it seems to be so safety and use of it and he is
easy for people like Art Bremer to psychologically sta ble. I am sure'
get guns and we need protection the administration t hinks the same
way I do.
from people like him.
Before I go, I have one thing to
Right now what is our protection if anything like that happens -in say to the S.D.S.: the only reason
our refuge, Newark State College, you are against the campus police
our campus police will be just as is because you are paranoid. You
helpless and we will be until the feel that the campus police will
regular police come.
harass you because of your views,
S.D.S. people, what's going to but they won't unless you give them
happen when someone like "Joe" reason to.
(Remember the movie) comes
around with with his 22 and starts
Jay Geistler

Election Dates
Applications for Executive
Board of the Class of '76
are avai lable in Student Org.

Mon. Oct. 2nd.

Wed. Oct. 4th.

Applications for Executive
Board of the Class of '76
close at 4:30 p.m. Meeting

for all candidates at 4:30
in Student Org.
Thurs. Oct. 12th.

Primary for the Executive
Board of the Class of '76
Polls open at 9:30 a.m.
and close at 4:30 p.m.

Mon. Oct. J6th.

Applications for Council
representatives from the
Class of '76 are a vailable
in Student Org.

Speeches for candidates in
final election fo r
Executive Board of the
Class of '76 at I :40.

Tues. Oct. 17th.

T hurs. Oct. 19th.

Final election for the
Executive Board of the Class
of '76. Applicatio ns for
Council representatives
close at 5: 15 p.m. P olls
o pen at 9: 00 a.m. a nd
close at 4:30 p. m.

T hurs. Oct. 26t h.

P rimary elections for
Council representatives
from the Class of '76.
Polls open at 9:00 a.m.
and close a t 4:30 p.m.

Thurs. Nov. 2nd.

Final elections for
council representatives
from the Class of '76.
Polls open a t 9:00 a. m.
and cl ose at 4:30 p.m.

---------------,
Female student looking for
an apartment to share expenses with a girt. Close
proximity to Newark State
College. Please leave all
replies at the Independent
office c/o Florence, or call
. 667-4829._

(continued f rom page 2)
Hyatt, and Dr. Henning might be
able to give them a meeting room in
the Head House, which is a n
isolated building behind the
greenhouse near Kean Building.
Everything sounds just peachy,
right? Wrong. T he facu lty had a
meeting and decided that they
could use any available room in the
Head House mo re ap propriately.
After many delays of this sort, club
members approached the Ombudsman, Mr. Struyk, from whom
they are still waiting a reply.
N.S.S.O. therefore seems to
have more problems then it can
successfully cope wi theach
threatening the future existence of
the club. In the past, the N.S.S.O.
has served the school with such
projects as a laser, constructing an
assortment of displays, and providing a wealth of research texts.
Hopefully, these services will continue, but the club stresses the need
for a room to operate their projects
from and members to service them.

Women's Athletics
Date Day

WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY SCHEDULE
Ti me
Oppo nent

OCT.
Fri.
6
Mon.
9
12
T hurs.
Mon.
16
T ues.
17
T hurs.
19
24
Tues.
Thurs.
26
Fri.
27
31
Tues.

Trenton State*
Queen's College*
Douglas Co llege*
Cente nary
Midd lesex (JV only)
Fairleigh D ickinson
Wm. Paterson*
Monmouth College
Ocean Cty. College (JV only)
Lehman*

NOV_
Thurs.
2
4
Sat.

Montclair State*
All College Tournament
at Trenton State College
*Indicates JV game also.

Students are needed to work on Course
Evaluation, a committee of Student
Organization. Anyone interested can get in
touch with Reggie Glatt. (375-9511) or Alice
Borgiovanni (388-5562) or leave your name
and telephone number with one of the
secretaries at the Student Org. offices.

3:30 ( H)
3:30 (A)
3:30 (H)
4:00 (A)
3:30 ( H)
3:30 (A)
3: 15 ( H)
3:30 (H)
3:30 (A)
3:l5( H)
3:00 (A)
9:00

People of the Revolution.
The Community Coalition Book Store IS
CLOSED. If you haven't picked up your
money and books - PLEASE DO SO
between now and next Friday. Next Friday
we will send all donated books to Rahway
State Prison.
Thank you,
Community Coalition

Ne~, Safe
Campus
(continued.from page I)
arose from the failure of people to
pay campus tickets. Grades a nd
transcri pts will be withheld unless
all campus •fines a re paid.
Another policy concerning
vehicles on campus is the towing of
cars parked in restricted areas. If
an unauthorized car is discovered
on campus, an attempt is made to
locate the owner, and a warning
ticket with a time limit is attached
to the car. After a call has been
placed to the towing company, the
car is blocked in so that it cannot be
moved. When the two truck arrives
and if the owner of the car is
present, the owner may pay SI0. SO,
which is half of the normal expense. If the car is towed away, the
rate is S20.00 with a $3.00/ day
storage fee. Approximately six cars
were towed this school year. The
opinion of the administration of
Newark State College is that the
measures taken will provide fo r a
better, safer campus.

STUDENT

ORGANIZATION

RECRUITMENT
We are now in the process of searching for qualified individuals who would like to serve as student Representatives to various academic and personal committes. The
following committee positions are now available:
*School of Ed. Retention and Tenure Comm.
*All College Promotion Comm.
*Arts and Sciences Divisional Curriculum Comm .
*School of Ed. Curriculum Comm.
*Academic Standards Comm.
*Library and Educational Media Comm.
*All College Appeals Comm.
*Governance Comm .
*Judicary Review Board
All interested Students please contact Steve Band or
Lee Shepard in the Student Organization offices, located
in the Student Center. Phone 289-6200.

Thursday, October 5th .
Little Theatre films: " Brand
X" and " Reefer Madness"
free hour, 1:40 p.m.

FOR SALE:
GOOD RUNNING 1968
VOLVO WITH NEW
SNOWS AND FRONT
TIRES ,
CREAM
EXTERIOR AND BROWN
INTERIOR . ASKING
$1395. CALL 353-8926
ask for Bob Travaglione
or
come
to
the
INDEPENDENT office
and find me.

"NSC OMBUDSMAN"
GRIEVANCE MATTERS ·
and
INFORMATION

STUDENTS FACULTY.
STAFF
Monday thru Friday
Room 100
IS BUILDING
Phone 2350 - 2299

ER RO RITE™

AT YOUR
BOOKSTORE

PORTRAITS FOR THE
1973 MEMORABILIA
(Seniors, Faculty, Administration)
wi II be taken Oct. 6 and Oct. 9
These are the last two days,

No other photographs will be
accepted. OCT. 6 & OCT. 9

9:00 AM - 8:00 PM,
TV LOUNGE
$2.00 sitting fee.

Thursday, Oct. 5, 1972
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Gridders Win in Last 30 Seconds
Wilder's Punt Return
Beats F.D.U. 12 - 7
The Squires won their first varsity victory ever in dramatic
fashion Saturday with a lastsecond 60 yd. punt return by James
Wilder to defeat FD U 12-7 in a
torrential downpour at D'Angola
field. The return climaxed a day in
which the Squires dominated play
but just cou_ldn't c1 oss the goali ne.
The Sqmres h'ad a good day
amassing 226 yds. on the ground
and 46 in the air and gained 14 first
downs. The problems occured
when bad breaks began to hit the
Squires as they approached the opposing teams goaline. The loss of 3
fumbles and 3 interceptions (6 total
turnovers) all in FD U territory tells
the story of what should have been.
The game didn' t have to be so close
and the Team should have romped
but such is fate. What was to
happen was a heart attack finish
that has to be the most thrilling
ever seen here.
FDU drew first blood due to a
mix up which caused the Squires to
start off going into a strong wind .
A Bob Montefusco punt was held
up by the wind and left the Knights
deep in our territory. A gambling
move on a blitz backfired and Nick
Carrelle moved the ball down to
our one yard line where he scored
on the next play and Mike
Mensch's kick made the score 7-0
in FDU's favor, a score that would
hold up till the last 4 minutes.
The Newark State team couldn't
score · but moved the ball
methodically up and down the
field. The wind and constant rain
made passing difficult and the wet
ball was impossible to hold or
' throw. The defense rose repeatedl y

to the occasion a nd punished the
FDU runners and denied the
Knights any substantial gains. The
secondary and _rush line kept a
relentless rush on quarterbach
Tom DiMaggio and limited him to
one screen pass completion and no
regular completions. The Squires
caused the Teaneck team to give up
the ball 4 times on fumbles and
Barry Brandon recorded an
interception. The result was a
scoreless football game for the next
two quarters.
The team and coaches weren' t
worried as they knew that the
offense would score eventually and
the defense would hold but the
question was one of time if time
would run out. The Squires got to
the two yard line once on a pass
from Mike Shern to Bill Crilley but
an illegal procedure call brought
that back. This action occured in
the 4th quarter but a strong defen-

Brown Runs For TD
sive play gave the Squires new life.
Middle guard Mike D' uva reall y let
the center have it on one play and

Wilder Moves For 20 yd. Gain

ATTENTION MEN
Intramural Flag Football
8 man sides 16 man minimum roster
All games Sundays on N.S.C. fields.
Frats, groups, classes, individuals*
Sign up now.
In athletic offices in Gym or T118.
First game October 8.
*we will attempt to place you on a team.

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS!
THE SNACK BAR IN
THE
COLLEGE
CENTER IS OPEN
FROM 7:00 a.m. to
11:30 p.m.

Have pride in Newark
State College. Help support your Football Team .
Donate $1.00 at the table
in Student Center near
Little Theatre all day Monday and Friday.

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
1972
SOCCER SCHEDULE
HEAD COACH . .................. . ........ . .... DAVE DEAN
CAPTAINS: .... . .... FRANK LOUGHLIN , BOB VON BERGEN
DATE

OPPONENT .

Sat. , Oct. 7*
Mon., Oct. 9
Wed. , Oct. 11
Sat. , Oct. 14
Wed., Oct. 18*
Sat. , Oct. 21
Tues., Oct. 24
Sat. , Oct. 28*
Thurs., Nov. 2*
Sat. , Nov. 4

GLASSBORO STATE
Home
BLOOMFIELD
Home
MONMOUTH
Away
ST. PETER'S
Home
MONTCLAIR STATE
Home
KUTZTOWN
Home
DREW
A.way
JERSEY CITY STATE
Away
TRENTONSTATECOLLEGEAway
MARIST
Away

SITE

TIME

11 :00
3:00
3:00
11 :00
3:00
1:00
3:00
2:30
2:00

*Designates New Jersey Col lege Conference Games

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
1972
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
HEAD COACH ......... .. .... .. .. . ...... . RON SAN FILLIPO
CAPTAINS: . .. . .... BAGLEY GOODWYN , WAL TEA LYKOSH,
JOSEPH SCHAFFREN
DATE

OPPONENT

SITE

October 7*
WILLIAM PATERSON
Away
October 14
WESTERN CONNECTICUT
Home
October 21*
JERSEY CITY STATE
Away
October 28
SETON HALL
Away
November 14* · GLASSBORO STATE
Home
November 11 ST. PETER'S
Home
November 18* TRENTON STATE
Away
*Designates New Jersey College Conference games ·

TIME

1:30
2:00
1:30
8:00
1:30
1:30
1:30

recovered the bad exchange to the
quarterback and the Squires had
the ball on the FDU 42. A strong
run by James Wilder gave the
gridders good position on the 19
yd. line where Ron Brown took it
in for the score behind strong blocking by Chris O'Carroll and
Wilder. The Squires went for a two
point conversion and failed as
Shern's pass just eluded Pete
Pa lermo in the corner of the end
zone. The score was 7-6 in favor of
FDU and it looked like the Squires
might not get another chance.
However, a determined stand by
the defense forced the Knights to
give up the ball. As DiMaggio went
back to punt the Squires called a
return left, a play in which the punt
returner ideally is led down the
field behind a wall of blackers and
scores a touchdown. Well it
worked better than in practice and
Wilder caught the ball on his 40
and ran the remaining 60 faster
than he ever did in his life. He
probably didn't have to as the blocki ng wall knocked down everything in sight and the sounds of
ecstasy from the crowd and
sidelines would have carried him
in. Shem's extra-point pass to
O'Carroll was incomplete but who
cared. In the remaining 30 seconds
the Squire defense stifled two pass

attempts convincingly and the
team had its most exciting wm
ever.
The game ball was presented by
the team to head coach Ron SanFillipo for his first win ever as a
head coach in this, his first season
as a head mentor. The win was very
beneficial as the team never said die
and never gave up. They were able
to move the ball on the ground and
presented a strong defensive front.
This week's game with Paterson
will be a strong test of the team as
they play their first conference
game against a strong Pioneer
team.
Highlights The offensive line
was. cited by the coaching staff for
an excellent job. The line of Palermo, Cleary, Greco, MacFayden,
Lykosh, Dicarlo and O'Carroll
did a strong job and opened gaping
holes in the FDU line and gave
good pass protection ... Shern gave
a steady and very cool performance
at Quarterback. Showing great
poise at crucial points in the game,
he gave an excellent performance
and should do a lot better on a dry
field ... John
Schaffren, Joe
Posluz sny and Mike Duve
recovered fumbles ... Brown ran 18
times for 98 yards, Wilder ran 15
for 80 and Crilley 5 for 28 .. . Game
Saturday is at Peterson at I :30 pm.

Squires Blank Upsala 2-0
Fall to Pioneers 6-0
The soccer team did a complete
turnabout over the weekend as
they shut out Upsala 2-0 after
dropping a game last Wednesday
to William Paterson 6-0. In the first
game a strong Pioneer defense
along with a stale Squire attack
spelled doom for the Squires. The
defense for the team was lacking as
the score indicated and it was 4-0
before wide-scale substitution was
implemented. Goalie Mike Knoth
playi ng his first game ever as a goal
keeper with a bad ankle, had a
good game and his 22 saves were a
bright spot in the team effort.
There were no serious injuries except for pride and the team
regrouped to face Upsala.
• The Upsala game was played in
very wet, soggy, sloppy conditions
at home last Saturday. With a good
vocal crowd, considering the conditions, cheering them on the
Squires were a lOOA better team
than at the previous game. Showing hustle and determination the_
team kept the Vikings at bay and
the score was 0-0 at the end of the
second period. Mike Knoth again
played goal but didn't make as
many saves as the fullback line

played well and prevented the opponents from taking many shots on
goal. In the third period the
Squires took over and scored twice
on goals by Lou Palermo and Joe
Nunez to make the final score 2-0.
The Squires are now 3-1 on the
season.
So far the statistics are misleading for the season. The records say
11 goals for and I 2 against but a 3-1
record. Throw out the game with
Paterson and they look impressive.
Anyway that is what they should
do, throw out that game and play
on and try to play to the best of
their ability until some of the injured heal. Frank Loughlin hasbeen working out but is not ready
to go full tilt and until he is whole
the Squires will be scraping for a
proper lineup. Knoth will continue
to play goal backed by John
Buono. This week the hooters face
Glassboro at home on Saturday
and Bloomfield at home on Monday and go down to Monmouth on
Wednesday. The team can be 6-1
with a strong effort and in good
shape· for upcoming conference
games.
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DATE

EVENT

PLACE

Monday; October 9th
9:00 a.m. -8:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Senior Portraits
Women's Field Hockey vs. Queen's College
Varsity Soccer vs. Bloomfield
Sigma Beta Tau
Coffee House

T.V . Lounge
Away
Home
Formal Lounge
Coffee House
Little Theatre
Rm A. Downs
W-101
Formal Lounge
Home
Sloan Lounge
Rm A. Downs
Rm 8, Downs
TPA

8: 00 _p.m. -11 :00 p.m.
8: 00 p.m.- 1:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.

Community Coalition: Jerry English- Speaker
Gay Activists Meeting
Student Teaching Meeting
Reception for Spanish Students
Women's Tennis vs. Monmouth
Sigma Beta Chi Tea
Nu Sigma Tau
Nu Delta Pi
National Shakespeare Co. Presents:
A Midsummer Night's Dream
Women's Consciousness Raising
Coffee House
Alpha Sigma Mu Meeting

Wednesday, October 11th
1:40 p.m. -3:05 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
7:00p.m. -11 :00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Group Therapy
,
Varsity Soccer vs. Monmouth College
Women's Volleyball vs. Paterson / F.D. U.
Veterans' Information Program
Homecoming Judging
Coffee House

CC Meeting Rm
Away
Away
Downs Hall
Faculty Din. Rm.
Coffee House

Thursday, October 12th
1:40- 2:30 p.m.
1:40 p.m. -3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m. -3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m.
3: 30 p.m.
7:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Mass ·
Free U: Transcendental Meditation
SCA TE Lecture
Free U: Astrology
Women's Field Hockey vs. Douglass
Veterans' Information Program
Free U: Transcendental Meditation
Coffee House

Friday, October 13th
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.mi

Coffee House

Coffee House

Saturday, October 14th
11 :00 a.m.
11 :00 a.m. -6:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

HOMECOMING
Varsity Soccer vs. St. Peter's
Alumni Association Homecoming
Varsity Football vs. Western Conn.

Home
Downs Hall
Home

Sunday, October 15th
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
7:45 p.m.
9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m..

Rho Theta Tau Tea
CCB Film: To Be Announced
Groove Phi Groove Discotheque

Downs Hall
TPA
T.V. Lounge

Tuesday, October 10th
1:40 p.m. -3:05 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
2: 00 p,m. -3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

l

T.V . Lounge
Coffee House
Formal Lounge

CC Meeting Rm
Little Theatre
W 100
Coffee House
1 Home
Downs Hall
Formal Lounge
Coffee House

I
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